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Quebec 
gunman 
surrenders 
to police 
QUEBEC (CP)  - -  A man who 
barricaded himself in his home after 
two people were wounded with a 
shotgun surrendered today after. 
holding police at bay for 24 hours. 
Jean-Claude Nadeau, 39.. was 
unarmed as he calmly descended 
the rear steps of the upstairs 
tenement fiat in Quebec City's tough 
St-Sanveur distriet: 
'Moments later he was taken .to 
municipal police headquarters for 
que~tioalng. 
"He looked like an early riser," 
said • provincial police spokesman 
Agide Lemay. "He Came before the 
police like someone .who was ex- 
peered to do exactly that." 
Nadeau is suspected of firing 
shotgun blasts that wounded a 
pedestrian and a motorist on 
Charest Boulevard, a few blocks 
from the house, at daybreak Wed- 
nesday. 
Both v ic t imswere  slightly 
wounded, but news of the incident 
added to t  he  shock felt in the 
provincial capital after three 
government employees were killed 
by a gunman in the national 
assembly Tuesday. 
Technologists from the pathology lab a t  
Mi l l 's  Memorial Hospital gather around 
iheir latest acquisition, the Hitach.I 705 
Chemistry Analyzer. The unit~ the only one 
of its kind In B.C., wil l  decrease the amount 
of t ime It  takes to analyze blood samples. 
F rom left to r ight are Mi ls  Sainis, Wend y 
Reagan attempts 
to lure So viets 
back to games 
Ueberroth on Weneeday said, 
"We're having a dialogue today in 
Los Angeles with three or four of 
their (the Soviets') major friendly 
countries." 
He also sa id  the organizing 
committee has had a delegation i  
East Germany since Tuesday, the 
day the Soviets announced their 
pullout. A spokesman for the 
organizing committee said the 
delegation had gone there on the 
routine business of trying to "ease 
any cultural, language differences." 
Efforts to woo the Soviets back to. 
the Games assumed worldwide 
proportions when Sarnaranch's 
Moscow plans were. announced in 
Paris by Matin Vasquez Pans of 
Mexico, president of the Association 
of National .Olympic Committees. " 
VOICES PESSIMISM 
The Soviets have until June 2 to 
reverse their decision, but Ynll 
Vorontsm,, Soviet ambassador to 
France, sni~ in Paris his country's 
decision was definite. 
The immediate impact of the 
boycott on the Los Angeles Games, 
scheduled for July 28-Ang. 12, was 
apparent. The Soviet Union won 195 
medals, 80 gold, at the 1980 Moscow 
Games, although those Games were 
tainted by a U.S.-led boycott of 62 
countries. The Soviets are strong in 
almost every Summer Olympic 
discipline and probably would have 
elaimed the most medals in 1984. 
Bulgaria was third in total medals 
in 1980 behind the USSR and East 
Germany, and the Bulgarians were 
out of the Olympics 
"The organization committee 
declared itself unable to guarantee 
protection from political and 
criminal attacks by extremist 
groups in the Olympic ity," said the 
statement distributed by the official • 
East German news agency ADN. 
The statement said the "health: 
and lives"'of East German athletes" 
are threatened because the Los 
Angeles organizers and the U.S. 
government "refuse to prohibit 
' these actions directed against he 
Olympic peace." 
The statement does not name the 
"extremist groups" but appears to 
be referring to plans by private 
American 'organizations to stage 
protests against Soviet bloc par- 
ficipation. 
During the 1980 summer Olym- 
pics, boycotted by the United States, 
Canada nd 60 other countries, East 
Germany won a total .of 126 medals, 
second only to the 197 won by the 
Soviet Union. 
Khadafy escapes 
from his attacker 
U.S. State Deportment 
spokesman John Hughes had no 
direct comments on Khadofy's 
allegations. Hughes noted there 
were varying reports about who 
was responsible for the attack. 
Another group, the National 
Front for the Salvation of Libya, 
has claimed responsibility for 
Tuesday's attack and vowed to 
continue to stalk l~adafy. 
. The British Foreign Ministry in 
London rejected Libyan ehargea 
of British involvement. 
Britain broke diplomatic 
relations with Libya last month 
after a British policewoman was 
killed by gunfire which British 
officials said came from the 
Libyan diplomatic mission in 
London into a crowd of anti- 
Khadafy demonstrators. 
Today, Libyan soldiers and 
police with automatic weapons 
stopped cars and trucks and 
searched some vehicles. People's 
Committees of civilians bran- 
dishing automatic weapons were 
posted at dozens of city in. 
tersections. 
The :~ shotgun sniper was said to 
have been distressed by the killings 
in the legislature and by the recent 
loss of his job. ~ ~;~ Angeles Olympic Organizing 
~ FE~ WORDS sPOKEN ' ' ' ~" i  " Committee, both met with Reagan 
":' ,. The ,urrander.end.;.a tense 24. ~ Aew equ ipm " " ' shown ne-- on. Tuesday, • ,: . . . .  " i ~ :  ' i ",~ . ' ROMANIA STICKS..  • 
exchanged betWeen'N~id~u'~d. ~he . . . .  . . . . .  m. w .' Poland";~ind Czeciibslo;)~ikia were at ?,,,,,is Memorial open house expected to follow the withdrawal, 
surrounded him, . : Soviet bloc countries, said it would 
The only telePhone contact was a . participate in the Games. 
call made at mid-day Wednesday by 
members of the provincial police by RALPH RESCHKE . and will end in the cafeteria, where, Technologists Denis Frazer and 
tactical squad, who had set up a Herald Staff Writer tea and refreshments will be served: Aileen Thomas were sent to Mon- 
command post in an unused school TERRACE-- Mills Memorial When passing thl'ough the treal to be trained on the machine. 
across the street from the house. Hospital will hold an open house laboratory, take a look at the neW The lab also handles 
• When he realized, who was at the 
other end, Nadeau ~ hung up and Saturday, May 12 from 2 p.m. to 4 Hitachi 705 Chemistry Analyzer~ microbiology, hematology, blood 
• p.m. Visitors will bo taken on gulded used for analyzing blood samples,  transfusion, and histopathology. 
refused to answer further calls, tours of each department to get a It's tl~ first one of its kind in B.C. Histopatholegy, thestudy of sm'gieal 
police spokesmen said. "behind the scenes" look at what and one of only 44 in Canada. :' and autopsy tissue, is a regular 
Further police attempts to make happens in each division. Depart- This highly-speciali~.ed im service the hospital provides for 
BERLIN (AP)  - -  East Germany, contact involved a sophisticated, ment heads will provide visitors strument cost $100,000i funded by the Kitimat, Terrace and Prince one of the world's top athletic 
remote-oonirnlled robot equipped with information about he operation provincialgovernment (L53,000), th~ Rupert. 
powers, announced .today it is with a loudspeaker and ultra' of the hospital and answer any Regional District ($17,000), and the The labisnowevaluating a blood, pulling out of the Los Angeles 
sensitive microphone, questions the public might have. hospital equipment fund. gas analyzer that can measure the 
Olympics because "the American "We are here to help you," the While this won't be the first open The machine can perform up to 48 amount of oxygen contained in government and games organizers 
police said through the robot at one house at the hospital, it will be the different ests in any combination o/" blood. As well, it can measure have destroyed the basis" for its 
point. "Get in touch so that w¢ can first held in a number of years, sequence. It can perform a very carbon dioxide in the blood and 
continue our conversation by Posters. have been placed around rapid analysis of a blood sample, check the ph balance, participation. 
telephone." town by candy stripers, cutting the time from 30 minutes per Everyone iswelcome to attend the East Germany, which won the 
But Nadean'neverreplied, nor was Tours will last about half a hour analysis to three minutes, open house, second highest number of medals in any movement detected inside the 
house overnight until about 6:30 , the 1980 Summer. Olympics in 
threea'm' EDT, when he opened one OfseveralfrO tminutesWindowS.later, tactical C oss,country leg/slature alOFt fromUni°n a d Bulgaria inM°sc°w'thUSthe July 28-Aug.joined withdrawinglzthe S vietsumm r 
squad officers covering the back . games. 
side of the house saw him emerge OTTAWA (CP) - -  Commons call to the parliamentary press Francis responded immediately The Soyiet Union pulled out 
Tuesday and Bulgaria withdrew onto a porch. - security directors were sllant gallery from an  unidentified man after the first shooting by telling the Wednesday. 
" Wednesday about any changes to claiming to be passing on in- Commons there would be a full in- 
'LOOKED SCARED' security routines after the shooting formation about someone planning . vestigation of security measures on A statement from the East Ger- 
• "We invited him to come down," in the Quebec legislature the day to throw a grenade during the daffy Parliament Hill. man Olympic committee, echoing 
one of the officers told reporters before. Commons question period. 
'afterwards. "He was obviously Legislatures across Canada were Boissanneault immediately, told However, his office refus,~d to say Moscow's accusations, said U.S. authorities have given "no 
scared. He tried to tell us to go up- placed on alert after three Quebec Quintal, passing along a description whether weapons will be issued to guarantee for the security.of par- 
stairs and talk to him, but we didn't national assembly employees were of the man provided by the caller. Commons ecurity personnel, who ticipants,' from East Germany and 
bite." On a crackling police Walkie- killed and 13 wounded in anne-man There was little evidence of now are unarmed, other Communist states. 
assault on the provincial legislature stepped-up Security precautions as Commons Sergeant-At-Arms 
talkie, reporters heard an anxious Tuesday. . the usual stream of tourists, Maj.-Gen. Gus Cioutier,' who is 
officer whisper a description of Canadian Forces Cph Denis Lortle schQolchlldren and other Visitors charged with the review, has called 
Nadeau's approach: "He's coming pleaded not guilty to three counts of lined up for a chance to watch the in the past for a special armed 
down the s ta i rs . . ,  he's wearing a first-degree murder Wednesday. Commons proceedings, security squad that would be set up 
sort of beige sh i r t . . ,  he's coming . . . . .  On Wednesday morning, two to protect MPs and Commons taff. 
towards,us." While Commons security staff people were wounded in a separate In December 1980, former Speaker 
Once in peHce hands, he was were careful to follow up all copy-cat Quebec City shooting incident. A Jeanne Sauve dismissed Cloutier's 
escorted under the shadow of high- threats, security director Raymond s~per suspected of wounding the security plan as unnecessary and TRIPOLI (AP) -- Armed 
powered rifles to the command post ~ Qnintal was trying to keep publicity two peopleheld Off police for several ordered him to return shotguns and guards were stationed at road- 
in the school, where provincial to a minimum, said Lllian Chat- hours from inside his family's other riot gear he had ordered blocks in Tripoli today after an 
police formally handed him over to terjee, a spokesman in Commons Quebec City home. without her approval, unsuccessful attack against COl. 
their Quebec City colleagues. Speaker Lloyd Francis's office. Moammar Khadafy that the 
Lemay said the families that were Chatterjee said she was told by Libyan leader claims was sup- 
evacuated from the area Wednesdny Quintal that security around Bu l le t  holes plastered ported by the United States, 
for their own safety would be Parliament Hill was being in- Details of the attack still were 
allowed back later today. Police creesed, but Quintal refused to say ' sketchy two days after it ec- 
meanwhile searched the house, hnw that was being done, assp.mhlv__ _ . .  c lean  p curred, but Khadafy escaped 
After they were fired on and But, sheadded, security staff were aS  S U unscathed. 
relatives aid the man in the house treating all rumors and threats as He was shown on Libyan 
had two shotguns and two rifles, serious. QUEBEC (CP) -- Tours for Handcuffed to two guards and television Wednesday, smiling 
police were prepared for a long Earlier in the day, CBC reporter sehoulehildren and other visitors wearing a T-shirt and jeans and laughing as he toured a 
selge. .. StePhen Bdissonneault answered a resumed Wednesday at the historic borrowed from police, the husky and clothing store in downtown 
. . . .  national assembly building where bearded soldier was silent Tripoli. He joked in English that 
. . . . . . . . . . .  , few .traces remained of Tuesday's throughout the brief hearing except Britain had given up exporting 
#e-~. WHY' BUY N EW? • rampage inwhich three people were for a whispered exchange with one 
• killed and 13 wounded, of his guards and another wUh clothing to Libya and instead was 
WHEN USEDWILL  DO! Benches splintered by bullets defenee counsel Andre Royer. exporting terrorism. 
Do you want parts to fix up y6ur car but your budget from a submaeldne-gun, fired by the He also blamed the United 
won't allow It? Bent the high cost of new parts with man bent on destroying the Parti First-degree murder, defined by States and Sudan for backing 
quality used parts from Quabacois government, were the Criminal Code as "planned and Tuesday's attack. 
replaced, Bloodstained earpeiswere deliberate," carries a minimum 25- Khadafy called U.S. President 
. . . . v . v K R .   AIITfl SALVAGE " removed' and bullet holes plastered year prison term witbout parole. Reagan "the worst terrorist in S ,. over. Lortie, a native of nearby Pont- the world" and Said American. Denis Lorffe, 25, a .  Canadian Rouge who has been in the military trained Moslem Brotherhood 
635-2333 Or 635-9095 Forces corporal and fathar of two/ sin~e lm, was remnnded incustody extremists were responsible for 
pleaded not guilty Wednesday to pending another appearance next the attack, said reports from the 
3690 Duhan (just off Hwy. 16 El ~j charges of first.degree murder in Wednesday, when more charges are . French newspaper Le Monde and 
connection with the shooting, expected to be laid. the Italian news agency ANSA. 
Etling, Be f fy  Campbell, Susan UrbanosK,, 
Denis FPaZer, chief technologist, and Betty 
Cobbs. Seated before the analyzer is Aileen 
Thomas. Visitors to the hospital's open 
hobsebn MaY 12 wi l l  have an opportunity to 
go th/:odgh the laboratory and see what ha. 
pfiens 4o theblood samples.. 
East Germany new 
"Faced with the prospect of a 
growing boycott of the 1984 Summer 
Games, President Renald Reagan 
apparently has joined diplomatic 
efforts to lure the Soviet Union back 
into' the Olympic fold. 
The White House said Wednesday 
night that Reagan had written a 
letter "intended for Juan Antonio 
Samaraneh, president of thb 
International Olympic Committee. 
The letter's intent: to reassure the 
Soviets. ~the United .States would 
abideby the Olympic Charter. 
Earlier Wednesday, Bulgaria 
announced it would join the Soviet- 
led boycott of the Games, and of- 
ficials in Washington expect more 
Warsaw Pact countries to pullout. 
White House spokesman Kim 
Hoggard said the letter to 
Samaranch was for Soviet President 
Chernenko. Samaranch, a former 
Spanish ambassador to the Soviet 
Union, plans to travel to Moscow on 
Friday. 
Although Hoggard coald not 
confirm details of the letter, ABC's 
World News Tonight said it con- 
rained the words: "We will abide by 
all Olympic regulations." When they 
announced their pullout on Tuesday, 
the Soviets charged the U. S. with 
flaunting the Olympic Charter. 
Another White House spokesman, 
Pete Reussel, said the letter may 
simply have been intended for 
Samaraneh, and he could not even 
confirm the letter had been 
delivered. Samaranch and Peter 
Ueberroth, president of the Los 
expected to be strong this year in  
wrestling and welghtlifting. 
Reagan, at an impromptu news 
conference i said: . . . .  .. 
of us that he GekneS more than 2,000 
years ago started as a means of 
bringing peace between the Greek 
city states. And I wish we were still 
as civilized." 
. - . - - - -  . 
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• Deregulation planned 
a Wv hmW Aili ill gaS - - - - - , , - , - , .  : r nes w n 
freedom • . .o , . ,  o , . , , , , . ,  THI  OF" ('1 
• ,,.,, ,,ue.,,,,,..,, :',", ;/  OME UNPEI G UND ])R(JS-Ae UNT 0g'114  .... ...... . w~ lead to a 
Br lanGregg N lckWal~-  ; . " ' " -  " '  ' " J~ ' ;  ' • " :" : ; • . . . . .  ".,'.~:~*:':.~.'.';~'~L,..~,*~.!;.~.~ 'OTTAWA (CP) -- Transport l ibera l izat ion-  
StaffWrlhlcs-PlwtoliraMtt, S@OH|: ';':'"'~ WORI 0F 0ME])I R $ 'F-])])IPLO T.  M , rUoy.d worthy=nounced competitive system giving con- 
" " , ;  today atermof airline deregulation sumers greater choice on price, and RatphReschke:  iHo l tyO l~ " • / : - "  * - . ..., f~ ' , ' . '~  . ~.";~,'~' ;~ , ' "~. / "  . 
• ~ • ,..,..~.:.:.: . ,: ' - '.,., to allow carriers within two years to service. • 
Re¢lption-Clalslflld:ClatreWadley i sueC'rcubt~'soo~n - :-'/., ~ - I ",: " ' , /  price fares as low as they want "The whole thrust of the poli.cy.. Is 
~m~,¢~o~co~v,,osr without seeking approval from the getting away from the government 
The H~rald r t t l lm full, ¢omptlkl  ind im~ ¢owtlOht • " " ,.,~.~,..,,.t~o.~,~.~,~,o,~., ' Canadian Transport Commission. telling the airlines what to do,'.' he 
or  pho~o~r~phlc  r .~m~!  pub l l sh~d In  th~ H~r~d.  - + . . . .  . + A x w o r t h y  announced measures to told a Commons eommlttee t0day. 
R ~ l k ~  iS n~t IMf fml f lN  wither  Ih l  wf l l~n  - ' ' ~., ('L: 
p.~.,~o~.~b,,~.,, allow airlines to apply to fly The loosening of pricing 
Th l  Tet t l¢ i~Kl l lml !  D i l l y  H~l ld  N~t~q~per h, 
pOllliolIylndel~nd~mtlndln~ml0~'o~lMStlll~h whatever routes they want in restrictions will take place over the 
c~.mb,.~..co~.,,. ' . southern Canada, 'using whatever next two years, but his. other 
" • type of alrcraft hey prefer, however proposals will take place much 
:often they wish. " sooner. 
' But consumer and hidtmtry Conservative transport critic Don 
.representatives agreed Canadians Mazankowski said the move is "a 
I II I I shouldn't expect fares to tumble step in the right direction," but he 
. overnight simply because of the doubts consumer expectations of letters to ~or . . ,  competition and qu ick ly  lowered fares will be met. 
relaxation of rules Axworthy has New Democrat transport critic Les the Editor ordered, Benjamin said the plan undermines 
. . . .  The minister proposed to ~duce Air Canada. 
restrictions to allow companies such 
as Wardair Ltd. or other financially WILL TAKE TIME 
fit charter airlines greater freedom Don Watson, spokesman for the NO credit to apply to fly anywhere in Canada. Air Transport Association of 
And he has told Air Canada, the Canada, said the measures will help 
to their Crown.ownedcarrierwhlehcontrols unleash the highly regulated in- 
almost two-thirds of the domestic dustry and may lead to lower fares. community market, to refrain from such "unfair But such results take time, he said. 
~' competitive practices" as un- Ken MacDonald, general counsel 
i dercutting prices to drive other for the Consumers Association of 
On May 4, Yellowknife " airlines off routes. , Canada, also praised the proposals 
provincial court Judge Michael The minister hopes the reduction and said they'd take time to take 
B0urassa sentenced each of three "0f .regulation - -  he calls it' hold. ' 
men to one week in jail after they 
pleaded guilty to the charge of 
having intercourse with a female Dispute ignored under 14 - a crime under the. 
Criminal Code of Canada. The . ~ '~ vs. 
three men sexually assaulted a ,Imz~¢,,ta~l~. 
leavingthtrteen'year'uld [nuit g i r l ; i n  hisherreasonsPregnant'for se tencing, ' . • S. offers land 
Jud,e Bourassa said the men Money for the military were a credit o their community FORT SMITH, N.W.T. (CP) -- the move, saying native languages, 
and country and they were living The Northwest Territories' seven of which are spoken, along 
in a normal fashion. He also said legislative assembly opened its with English by territory residents, 
he hopes he has not set a WASHINGTON (AP) - -  President countries of the area, who prefer the second session Wednesday in an would be pushed to the back bm'~er. 
)recident, and that the girl Reagan's Democratic critics in negotiating route [o the milit0ry elementary school gymnasium The territorial government also 
should be grateful that the three Congress predict he will get some of one." decorated with handcrafted native protested that Ottawa shouldn't 
men pleaded guilty to the charge, the money he wants to bolster El Reagan repeated his previous hangings and municipal flags of the unilaterally introduce French, 
Judge Bourassa said he hopes Salvador's armed forces, but it will pledge to keep U.S. troops out of • territory's most southern town. saying it would prefer to introduce 
that the expected baby will grow not buy a military solution to the Central America, saying the The assembly, holding its first full its own bilingualism legislation. 
up in a positive home at- "chaos and anarchy" he says argument is "definitely. notabout session in Fort Smith since1955, has in his opening speech, Parkersaid 
mosphere. Communists are spreading in plans to send American troops into no permanent building and travels the government willplace particular 
Judge Bourassa's words are Central America. combat in Central America." throughout northerncommunitiesas emphasis on the development of 
sl~icking. Just when the new Bill Democrats branded Reagan's But he said that without more aid part of the government's policy of renewable resources. It has also 
C.127 was bringing some light televised address Wednesday night El Salvador may not be able to bringing the legislature to the restructured several departments to 
and hope, those in respected as a "sabre rattling" call to arms withstand a Cuban-backed guerrilla people, address economic initiatives sup 
positions of influence and power that paid only. lip service to efforts offensive that the Vnited States The afternoon's opening ported at the assembly's las' 
pass judgements such as this. for a negotiated settlement and believes is planned for the fall. procedures were largely session. 
Apparently Judge Bourassa is could lead to another debacle like And hedivulged a new assessment ceremonial, with scarlet-uniformed Parker touched upon education, 
not aware of the trauma suffered the involvement of U.S. marines in of the strength of Cuban forces in Mounties leading Commissioner tourism and the need for improved 
by the victims of violent sexual Lebanon. leftist-ruled Nicaragua, saying the John Parker to the Speaker's chair telephone and ambulance services 
crimes regardless of their age or But they. conceded Reagan wil l  Cuban force there has grown from for his opening 'address. in the North. 
state of sexual maturity. Surely win at least a limited grant of ad- 65 in 1979.to I0,000. ., .~ When the assembly.'s 24 members He'alr~T~marked 't~t/Pope J'01tii 
our society will not accept ditional funds to  buttress'::the' l~eagan called Nlearagua~,s • get down to businesst~iy:b~b ~l~ue ..... Piiill's ~heduledSeptember visit to:, 
judgements such as this that only Salvadoran-:army .,against 'rm~,'on e ~ S m  government "a Com-...~ theyare xpected to d~l with ib the . Fo~'t Simpson, saying 'the influx of' 
take into Consideration the well- slaught .of ,Merxist-led guerrillas.- federal government's plan to in. munist reign of terror" and said the visitors will strain the commtuiity's 
being of offenders and deny the Reagan's peech was'his most Sandinistas "seek to export their troduce French as an official facilities. "' 
victims justice. These men's strongly termed defence yet of his terror to every other country in the language in the territories. "It is fitting that (the Pope's) 
actionSthat creditsd° nOtanyrefleCtcommunitybehaviOUror paringCentral hisAmeriCancritics topoliies'those corn-who region," President Reagan John Munro, minister of Indian meeting with native people should 
and northern affairs, surprised the take placehere, ihthe Territories, at 
country. It is up to each of us to concluded in the years before the ' territorial government in March a place where native people com- 
help set eommunitystandards Second World War that "the VV IC]~alorlJ C o u r t  
and to reject imposed values such aggressor's appetite would be 1 ru les  w.en he announced plans to make prise a majority of the population 
French an official language in the and where they have gained a 
as those that Judge Bouransa satisfied" with just one more • North, whereonlytwopercentofthe significant measure of control over 
wouldhandus. Our children are conquest or international tran- against U S. action population is French-spoaking. their own destiny," Parker anid. too valuable to be mistreated, sgression. Native leaders and government The Fort Smith session is expected 
We urge all members of this "What we see in El Salvador is an members expressed concern over to last about two weeks. 
community to voice their outrage attempt to destabilize the entire 
at this type of slap-on-the-wrist region, and eventually move chaos THE HAGUE (CP) -- The World States of waging "armed attacks"to 
sentencing by wriUng a letter to and anarchy toward the American Court called un the Uulted States try to overthrow its leflist govem. First full s e s s i o n  
the office of the attorney general, border," he said. today to stop its support for military ment and asked the court to issue 
the local MLA or the editor of the "We have provided just enough actions aimed at overthrowing the interim "measures to protect its 
local paper, aid to avoid outright disaster but not leftist Nicaraguan government, sovereignty. • • 
The Sexual Assault He]p Lien enough to reselve the crisis, so El The court, however, has no powers BACKS REBEL GROUPS o f N W T  assembly 
of Terrace unites with the other Salvador is being left to slowly bleed to enforce its orders. The U.S. Central Intelligence 
assault eentres of British to death. The ruling followed Nicaragua's Agency supports two groups of ' " " 
Columbia and the Northwest "The simple questions are: Will allegation that U.S.-directed attacks rebels who are against the 
Territories in voicing their we support freedom in th i s  are jeopardking its eitizens and its N icaraguangovernment -  the held since , 
disapproval of Judge Bourassa's hemisphere ornot? Will we stop the sovereignty. Nicaraguan " Democratic Force, ,, 
decision. We must force those spread of communism in this The ruling was delivered by court based in Honduras and fighting 
who sit on the benches of our hemisphere ornot? Will we act while president Taslim Olawale Elias of mainly in northern Nicaragua, and WASHINGTON (AP) -- Despite a the department's Minerals 
court system to match the there is still time?" Reagan asked. .  Nigeria in the Peace Palace, seat of the Revolutionary Democratic jurisdiction dispute with Canada Management Service, said about 
)unishments with the crimes! Senator Paul Tsongas (D-Mass.) the World Court since its formation Alliance, based in Costa Rica, and over half of the area, the Reagan half the area in the sale is claimed 
one of the Senate's harshest critics in 1946. operating in the south. ." administration is offering about 5.7 by Canada. 
of administration policy in the Anticipating the Nicaraguan Word of CIA involvement in the million hectares off the coasts of LEASED TO 5 FIRMS 
region, said, "The president.will get complaint, the United States an- rebel mining of Nicaraguan harbors seven U.S. northeastern states for The Canadian government Coin minted h~s aid, but not for the right nouneed April 6 that it would not in the'spring prompted protests in oil and gas leasing, already has let leases to five tom- 
reasons." accept World Court jurisdiction over the U.S. Congress, as well as from The sale, for next September, was ponies -- Texaco, Mobil, Dome 
OTTAWA .(CP) -- The Royal "The Republicans will support Central American disputes for a some U.S. allies abroad, announced Wednesday by Interior Petroleum, Standard Off of 
Canadian Mint has issued a theirpresident,"Tsongassaid. "The period of. two years because it did Leftist Sandinistas in Nicaragua Secretary William Clark, who said California and Falrholm 
commemorative dollar to Democrats to a large extent will not ~ish "to see the court abused for came to power in 1979, after over- more new offshore discoveries are Development -- in the area but no. 
celebrate the 450th anniversary give the president what he wants furthering "a propaganda cam- throwing the. pro-U.S, rightist "badly needed," particularly in the dril!in~hasbegunl U.S. officials say. 
Ofcanada.Jacques Carrier's voyage to just so that we will not be blamed if paign," said a U.S. State Depart- regime of Anastasio Somoza. Northeast where dependence on oil Bettanberg- said the sale would be 
The coin features the French anything oes wrong." ment statement. During the preliminary hearings, imports is heavier than any other divided into two parts, with the 
Senator Claiborne Pell of Rhode The 15-member court began, the U.S.. representative, Davis region of the United States. disputed area omitted if the Inter- 
explorer, flanked by two of his Island, the senior Democrat on the deliberations on the question of Robinson, asked the World Court to Interior officials estimate that the national Court of Justice at The 
men, standing on the shore before foreign relations committee, called' judedietion ' after • preliminary" dismiss the Nicaraguan complaint, sale area contains as much as 140 Hague, Netherlands, has not 
a large Cross bearing three fleur- th~ address "a strong and in my. hearings were concluded April 27. claiming ~at Nicaragua had never million barrels of oil and 3.1 trillion resolved the competing jurisdiction 
de-lis. The other side shows view sabre rattling speech that In the complaint filed April 9, recognized the World CourPs cubic feet of natural gas. claims of the two governments by. 
Queen Elizabeth. ignores the .wishes of the leading Nicaragua accused the United authority. William Bettenberg, director of then. 
Many uncommitted delegates waiting to be wooed 
Meetings In 282 federal ridings nesday, . borrowing a Justice Minister Mark " ' companies wishing to do business graduating lrom h igh  school has 
to elect the Liberal leadership predominant heme from the MacGulgan is another leadership with the government should be no more right to a job than a 35- 
convention delegates who w i l l  campaign of one of his rivals, candidate who has been calling forced to pay men and women year-old single mother trying to 
help choose the next prime Economic Development Minister for less government intervention equal pay for work of equal raise two children on unem. 
minister end today. Donald Johnston. in industry, value. 
Early soundings Indicate John Turner predlcted that Ottawa's During a campaign stop in A draft version of a speech ployment insurance.- 
Turner is the favorite among the investment in two Crown.owned Toronto Wednesday, MaeGuigan prepared for MaeGuigan by. his Energy Minister Jean Chretlen 
1,974elected delegates who were aircraft companies will even- appeared to direct criticism at staff contained a more blunt 
was campaigning in northern willing to state a preference ripen rushy hit $5 billion and called for . Turner, without mentioning him criticism of ' Turner but Ontario Wednesday. 
their selection, an "urgent review" of federal by name. ' MaeGuigan deleted the remarks 
But about one-third of the ownership of commercial en- Soms candidates, "in Just a few 
elected elegates are still calling terprises, short weeks," have discovered in his address. In Thunder Bay, he'rebuffed 
MaeGulgan also attacked a suggestions that. stiffer gun 
themselves uncommitted, "Canadair and de Havllland . . . .  women's issues and realized proposal by Jim Courts, a key. controls ar.e needed, in light of 
waiting to be wooed by Turner are prime examples of what can there is inJustice in the federal Toronto Liberal who is not two widezy-publieized shooting 
and the other six candidates go wrong when the government public service, MacGuigan said running for the leadership, to incidents in Quebec City. 
hoping to replace Prime Minister gets Into commercial businesses In a speech to a group of Liberal establish a government.. In one of the incidents, three 
Trudeau. and tails to exercise proper women, subsidized program to give all Qdebec government employees 
In addition, an estimated 1,500 supervision and control," Turner Turner has been criticized by graduating students a job for up were fatally, shot in the provln- 
people automatically have a vote told a luncheon audience, some Liberals for appearing out to two years, ee's national essembly. 
at the June 14-16 leadership CRITICIZE8 DEAL8 of touch with women's i sues. QUESTION8 EMPHASIS 
I 
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Radio tio n , la w y sta or 
c#ed wffh .contempt.. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- A 
British Columbia Supreme 
Court judge declined 
Wednesday to quash a 
coroner's order that a 
Vi~toria television station 
and a lawyer for a bus 
company retract 
statements related to an 
inquest hat were aired in a 
news broadcast Tuesday. 
However, Mr. Justice 
Wilfred Wallace said he 
would hear arguments 
from the parties today 
concerning contempt of 
court citations against 
station CHEK and Gary 
Kinar, a lawyer for Con- 
mac Stages Ltd. 
Earlier Wednesday, 
regional .coroner Joe 
Carpenter, who is involved 
in an inquest into the Jan. 
30 crash of a Conmac bus 
on Mount Washington in 
which two high school 
mendattons on how to 
prevent further deaths. 
The regional coroner 
also ordered the station 
and the lawyer to retract 
the comments in news 
broadcasts at 5:30 p.m. 
and 11 p.m. Wednesday. 
That prompted I~nar and 
CHEK to file petitions with 
B.C. Supreme Court, 
asking that Carpenter's 
order be quashed. 
The retractions were not  
made. 
"The buildings all have to be ready by 
November 1985 so that the participants 
have time to install their exhibits and be 
o~nby May 2, 1966," he said. 
• 'We have actually got a little bit under 
24 months to opening, so we really have 
quite a sense of urgency about all of this." 
Negotiations are continuing between 
Expo and the B,C. and Yukon Building 
Trades Council to ensure labor peace on 
the 67-hectare site on downtown Van- 
couver. 
The provincial government wants the 
site open to union and non-union con- 
tractors, and has said it will bring .in 
legislation forbidding workstoppagee. 
The ,councilhas agreed to work 
alongside non-union workers, but only if 
they are paid onion rates.. 
A total of 31 countries have confirmed 
they will take part in the fair. 
Our ,mistakes . . . . .  
TERRACE--Two items Leblancrand his ~tumily for theatre-goers at the 
that ran in Tuesday's were ilvin~ in the home, ItEM Lee Theatre. We 
paper need clarification ~ ~ ~ ' -- ~ -~ -~. • neglected to' mention that 
. . . . . .  : . ,  ' = . ,mio88sresu l to ! t l l e t l re ,  
unuer me page mree o , ' public.su~ort has been . . . . .  :, .~::_ I sL~II, their personal 
poomgropn o= a ~ouse . ~: . . . . . .  shown in the form of a 
destroyed by 'fire~:'the "l~ess!bns, Als0 on page $1,500 donation from the 
cuiline said the i~tmd;~as 'lthree,w~s a story dealing B.C. Te l  Employee's 
empty. In  fact, Claude with hearing equipmen~ Community Fund . .  
I I 
' Thornhill centre .meeting 
TERRACE- -  The 
Thornhill Advisory Parks. 
and Recreation Committee 
would llke to know why the 
Thornhill Communiiy 
Center is not being used 
moi~ often by Thor~ill 
residents. 
The Commission will 
conduct a survey to find 
out why'the facility is not 
being used and what im. 
provements can be made. 
If residents of, Thornhill 
have any suggestions or. 
commission would ap- 
preciate any  input 
regarding this matter. 
advice they can give to the 
commission, they can 
contact" Claudette San- 
decki at 635-9434. The 
Country Whites 
APPLE BLOSSOM 4L 
Available in Rat* Low Lustre and Semi-Gloss 
\ 
/ 
CHERRY BLOSSOM 
ALMOND BLOSSOM 
PEAR BLOSSOM 
Introducing new Kern County Whites. Four fresh, new 
whites each with a hint of something extra waiting 
to brighten up your home. From Sherwin-Williams. 
Where fresh decorating ideas come to life.' 
I ALSO AVNLABLE / 
KEM LATEX 
Rat* L, ow Lustre and Semi-Gloss. 
K]EM AUOI)  
Low Lustre and Semi-Gloss. 
i09  
From l l J  4L 
i$* # * t *  
~l l~m~-~r l "  Skeena Mall, 4761 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Expo 86 will be a 
$1.5.blllion project when all Canadian and 
foreign costs are added up, says Michael 
Bartlett, president of the world-class fair. 
Included in the $1.5 billion is Expos own 
$~5.millinn budget, he said in an interview 
Wednesday, and is a combination of all 
budgets, including foreign participants 
and the federal government's $114-million 
pavilion. 
Bartlett said the figures are in 1983 
dollars. 
Asked about possible budget overruns, 
he replied: "As long as you discount in- 
flation, we will try to make this budget 
work." 
In a statement to Expo's second in. 
ternational p anning meeting, taking place 
this week, Bartlett stressed the urgency of 
finishing construction on time. 
$1.5-billion price tag on 
Expo 86, president says 
Admini.strat~..~ #fflce~,Roy,Tuhbs said 
th~e:~e.ar de~"'wJth' ~nu~i'" wa~e in- 
creases of five, five and seven per cent. 
A package containing the same wage 
terms was to be voted on today by four of 
the. five production unions at the 
newspapers, which have been shut down 
by a strike for elx weeks. 
The union representing graphic artists 
voted on the package Wednesday night, 
but Tubbs said the result of that' vote will 
not be released until all the production 
unions have voted on it. 
The two Southam-owned aily new~ 
• papers have been on strike since March 28 
Tuhbs declined to say if.the other issues 
which the guild wanted to discuss -- layoff 
procedures, health and safety matters 
concerning video display terminals and 
the need for a cheaper arbitration process 
r~uested the assistance of ~t mediator in • ' 
• ,!',qontr~ct,talks ..... i., ,,,! ,,).,,:.~t, ~,.,:~ 'i:; ~:~:;~. 
.'; The production unions repres~ht $~l~e~!~:~. 
400 printers, mailers, graphic artists ~ i~ ~'~'~ 
typographers. 
A contract recently reached at the 
Victoria Times-Colonist, owned by 
Thomson Newspapers Ltd., is a three-year 
deal, also with annual Wage increases of 
five, 'five and seven per cent. 
Under the old contract which expired 
Feb. 29, senior printers received an hourly "/ 
base rate of $18.92 for a 34-hour, four-day 
week. The minimum salary for reporters 
with six years' experience was ~01.~4 a
week.  
Stun Leper of the Mailers' Union, also 
co-chairman of the joint council, said 
earlier Wednesday that the council was 
recommending that the production unions 
accept the pact although esaid it is by no 
means a perfect deal. 
~ ~ a  ~' ~~'  ;'~  ~ ~ ~:/;~"~' '~:  ~"  "?~!~"~'~ ,  ~ '~"  " '~ ..... ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~  ..... '  ~ ~ '~:': ?~:~'~*~:~:~i ~' :~ '   ~ /~, '~  : . . . .  "~ students were killed, cited 
i~:;~'~?~:~ §~ ~i~i~;i:~: ~ ~ ~:~;~!~  the station and Kinar with 
:, ,~'~;~ : i~:~;~r/~'~;~:,,,~;~,~.~,~:~,~,~ ~,~,';~,~ ;~~ ~-~<~ '~;~ contempt of the coroner's 
, ,  , court. 
" " ~" ~IMlle"~ d " Carpenter based his 
• 0p*~ h0~8 ~r  ag  charges on comments 
• ' ' made by Kinar in a CHEK. 
Mi l l s  Memor ia l  physiotherapist,  Jean Mekle,  above, d isplays some broadcast. He said there 
was an inference by the 
of the equipment she uses to strengthen and recondition muscles, lawyer that the purpose of 
joints and limbs. About 4,000 out-patient treatments are given each the inquest, was to 
year. Treatment  consists of Ultrasound applications, hot or cold 
establish blame for the I ~ ~ Z : ~ 2  v I~J  the  ' " I :~packs, wax  baths, or remedial  exercises, crash. 1 . 
' A coroner's jury, under ~-~ 
Right,  Gary Brochu knows that staying in the hospital doesn't only the Coroners Act, is not Z i~~~: l -  Bavarian Inn 
mean nuses and needles, but that  there's fun to be had in the allowed to attach blame in 
chi ldren's  p layroom, the inquiry. The purpose of ~ J 
the inquiry is to establish 3 Lakelse Ave .  635,9161 
facts and make recom- . 
:Production unions . . . . .  
newspaper,s:tentatively acceptoffer Wekome to 
 CountryWhites VANCOUVER (CP) -- Pacific Press -- were dealt with at the Wednesday Ltd., which publishes the Vancouver Sun meeting. and Province newspapers, presented Pacific Press and guild negotiators were negotiators for the union representing its to resume their talks today. 
editeHal staff Wednesday with the same GUILD EXPELLED 
wage, offer contained in an agreement The 900-member guild was expelled 
tentaUvely accepted by five production from the Joint Council of Newspaper 
unions: a guild spokeeman said. Unions shortly before the strike when it l ~ ~  . . . . .  l 
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dally hzraid . . . . . . .  . I r '%  ( ' " 1 i I " ' " " . I r I I I~  , I : " " " "3  '~:~"  ~ '. " "'" """:. ". , : '  . * " . -- . " : . * , , . . - ]  SPORTS 
: ' : :  After playing 34 innings 
.i lasted eight hours and six 
"" longest major-league 
homer and then took the 
regularly scheduled game 
5-4. Baines's homer came 
on the record game's 753rd 
pitch. 
Meanwhile, Baltimore 
Orioles posted 7-4 and 7-3 
victories in a doubleheader 
with Toronto Blue Jays. 
Elsewhere, it was Detroit 
Tigers 3 Kansas City 
Royals 1, Minnesota Twins 
5 California Angels 2, 
Seattle Mariners 4 
Oakland A's 1, New York 
Yankees 11 Cleveland 
Indians 4, and Boston Red 
Sex 2 Texas Rangers 0. 
DOES DOUBLE DUTY 
Soarer hurled the top of 
the 25Oh as Chiengo's 
eighth pitcher and allowed 
one hit. It was his seventh 
career relief appearance 
and first since 1976. Seaver 
then gave up three hits -- 
two of them homers to Ray 
Howell and Robin Yount -- 
in 81-3 innings of the 
nightcap after retiring the 
first 14 batters. 
Brewers, White Sox play marathon baseball match 
: : If Chicago White sox and The former At, record and California. l~g le  disputed two-out steal by single keyed a four-run"/Yank~illindlanB4 . Only oneofthe runs off the bounced a two.out,Jl~ield 
'.Milwaukee Brewers aren't for mest imdngs was 24, set Jaekson homered for the Eddie Murray. ~e  fourth inning. . ~ :iDon:Mattingly drove in :.45-y~ar old Niekre was hit off lose~; Mlke Mason's 
" in midseason form yet, in Philadelplfla Athletics' .Angels. 0riotes, who have won five MRriners4A's l  .-':flve."runswith a .homer, eaniednndhtsERAisl.03, eh~t, stole se¢otid.~and 
• 'they probably never will 4-1victory over Boston in gamesina rowand11 Of BOO .Ke rneys nmm- Da,~.;w=,n~t a and Ro- Bob:' Ojeda. and Bob Dwight Evans. Th~;'Red .be. 1906 and equalled in 1945 OrioleB 7-7 Jays 4-3 - - "" a ' . ".. aingie~d sacrifice fly and '~ R~! 8oz 2 Rangers0 scored on a Single!: by 
when Philadelphia end' Floyd Rayford's three- their last 12, took the . . - 1 " ~ '  ' . . . . . . .  i ' : inning double, only~the . . . .  ~. . . . . . .  St~eycbmbinedonasix- Soxaddedthe i r lo~r~ 
in two days-- including an Detroit played a 1-1 tie. run homer capped a five- opener as Scott McGregor ~,,,,,.t), Seattle hit b--t,= - • ~mauey also nomeren, hit shu{out :and Marly in fifth when Gle~Hoff. 
American League-record The longest major run Baltimore rally in the scattered eight hits for his 1":1"fie,and Jaek"Per'~onte,' while Ph i l  Niekro went Barrett scored'one run and man doubled, watt to third 
25-ianing marathon that league game was 26 in. eighth inning of the tOOth msjor-leaguevietory added his third hit, a two, seveninalngs for his fifth drove in the other, in the on a wild piLch andi'tm0red 
ulngs on May 1, 1920, when nightcap following a and Jim Dwyer's two-run run double, victory in six decieinns. : third inning, Barrett on Barrett'S sacrifice fly. 
' "minutes, making it the Brooklyn Dodgers and ' . : , .~,:~ 
-°--""'"* Dave Parker breaks ifamine on Expos baseball game in terms of tie. The only other 25. • . elapsed time-- both teams, inning contest was St. might be ready for the all- Louis Cardinals' 4-3 vic- . .  . . . .  
star break. The game was tow over Seaver's Mets in It's been a home run said Parker;' ~vhose ~,first Duane Walker singled with as he keel~ getting those 
suspended by an league 1974. Soarer also was a famine for Dave Parker blast of theseanon led two outs in, the elghth.~ RBIs," said Cineinnatl 
curfew after 17 innings member of the Mete when this season, but he finally Cincinnati Reds to a 6.4 Parker then launched a "catcher Darm Bilardello, 
Tuesday night tied 3-3. they lost to Houston 1-0 in feastedon a pitch from Bill National League victory towering fly beyond the mindful that Parker leads 
Chicago's Tom Seaver 24 innings in 1968. Gulllckson. Wednesday night over right-field feaee , in the teamwith 20. 
was the winning pitcher in The previous longest AL "It's one of the few times' Montreal Expos; ' Olympie Stadium to give The Reds added a run in 
both games as the White game in elapsed time was in baseball where you go to Gullielmon, ". 0-3, had the Reds a 5-4 lead. " " the ninth on a single by 
Sox won the recordgame 7- seven hours 23 minutes the plate trying to hit a yielded only one bit sinee "I don't care how many Cesar Cedeno and a single 
6 on Harold BasheR's when San Francisco home run end it bappens," the first inning before home runs he hits, as long by • Eddie MiMer ' and 
Giants defeated New York ~. . . . .  
Mets 8-6 in 23 innings on 
May 31, 1964. 
Tigers 3 Royals 1 
Alan Trsmmell, who 
leads the ~ with a .381 
batting average, collected 
three hits as Detroit 
stretched its road record to 
14-0. In winning their sixth 
• gamein a row and handing 
the fading Royals their 
seventh straight defeat, 
the Tigers moved within 
two of the AL record for 
consecutive road victories 
established by the 1912 
Washington Senators. The 
Tigers' 26-4 record equals 
the 1955 Brooklyn Dodgers 
for the best start after 29 
games. 
Twins 5 Angels 2 
Gary Gaetti doubled to 
trigger ene uprising and 
contributed an RBI single 
to another as Minnesota 
won its sixth straight game 
and moved into first place 
in the AL West, one-half 
game ahead of Oakland 
Sports Shorts 
HAVANA (CP) -- 
Australia, Canada," China, 
Cuba, Czechosl~vaRia, 
Hungary, South Korea and 
Yugoslavia have advanced 
to the rmal round of the survivors of the 19-country 
women's Olympic preliminary round by 
qualifying basketball winning or finishing 
tournament, second in their respective 
groups. 
The final round begins Canada plaeed second 
Friday with Hungary behind Yugoslavia earlier 
meeting Canada, Australia in the week. 
throwing errer by third 7 Los' Angeles ~e i~ 0. 
basemnnTim Warlsch. Pain washed lout:!: the 
Elsewhere in t~e NL i t  Pittsburgh-sen p'ran¢ine0 
was New York Mets 3 game. ~.  
Atlanta Braves 1, Houston Mats 3 Braves I!~:;;,, 
Astres 7 Philsdelphia In New York,~Keith 
Phrliles 1, San Diego Heronndez singlled I~ome 
the:tle-brealdng tunli/~ the 
Padres 3 St. Louis Car, third inning to ihelp,!: the 
dinals 2, and Chicago Cubs Mets snap a thi'ee-game 
losing streak. ~ 
Celtics charge to playoff .win three runs with a pali- of 
BOSTON (AP) - -  Boston Bird finished with 26 Bird, who also had 10 early in the second period, before New York made a singles to lead Chieugo. 
Celtics, led by Larry Bird ' points and McHale 22 as 
and Kevin McHule, the Celtics moved to within 
charged to a 27-point lead one victory of advancing to 
early in the second half, the Ea.stern Conference 
withstood a' New York final, with the sixth @me 
comeback and went on to a in the best-of-seven series 
121-99 vietory Wednesday shifting Fridsy night to 
night over the Knieks, New York. The game was 
taking a 3-2 lead in theh" the only NBA contest 
National Bssketball scheduled Wednesday 
Association playoff, night. 
assists and nine rebounds, 
keyed the early Boston 
outburst by scoring 10 of 
the Celtics' first 14 points. 
He had 12'by the time 
McHele came off the bench 
and scored seven to help 
the Celtics to a 32-20 first- 
period, lead. 
McHale continued a hot 
hand with three b~skets 
The Celtics raced to a 66-45 eomebaek with the help of 
halftime advantage as the Boston fouls. 
New York scoring king, After the Knlcks elosed 
Bernard King, managed to within 85-72, tempers 
only nine points, flared when Celtie Danny 
The Celtics, bidding for  Ainge . charged Knick 
an unprecedented 15oh 
NBA championship, 
widened their advantage to 
74-47 in the first 2½ 
minutes of the second half 
Oilers defeat Pats for title 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) squad despite a definite 
- -  Kamlcops Oilers went edge in territorial play. 
the seven-game limit The Oilers led 1-0 after 
before defeating Regina the first period but the 
Pats 4-2 Wednesday night Pats managed to come 
to capture their first back to a 2-2 tle by the end 
Western Hockey League of the Second. In the third 
title and earn a chance at period Kamloops got 
the Memorial Cup .  unanswered goals from 
The Oilers never, trailed rookie winger Ryan 
the Patk in the final game Stewart and veteran 
but were unable to shake linemate Dean Evaoon to 
off Reglna's stubborn clinch the title. 
advantage with Daryl Stewart scored the  
Reaugh in goal for the game-winner Tuesday in 
winners and Jamie Reeve overtime. 
minding Regina's net. 
After the game, Stewart, 
who scored the game~ 
winner in both this game 
and  Tuesday's game, 
praised the Oilers. 
"My getting a chance to 
play on the No. 1 line with 
'Dean Evason and Jim 
Camazzola really made 
me look good. 
Oilers head coach Bill 
LaForge, who two years 
ago coached the Regina 
club, seemed almost 
stunned by the win. 
"It still hasn't sunk in. 
This is just a great feeling 
and a ~reat hoekev team. 
"Tonight the boys can 
celebrate all they want 
Darrell Walker. Both 
benches emptied into a 
pile-up at mid-court with 50 
setond remaining in the 
third quarter. 
When peace was 
restored, Ainge and 
Walker were ejected. 
Boston finished the period 
in front 88-76, despite 14 
points by King in the 
quarter. 
New York closed the 
deficit to 88-80 early in the 
fourth period but could get 
no closer as the Celtics 
poured it on again despite 
foul trouble. 
Cubs ; Dodgers 
Leon Din'ham drove in 
Duram singled in two of 
the four runs the Cubs 
collected the first inning. 
Padres 3 CErdinals 2 
In St.' • Louis; Steve 
Garvey tripled home Tony 
Gwynn with two out in the 
sixth inning and Terry 
Kennedy followed with a 
homer for Sa~ Diego. 
Astres ? PblllJea I"  
In Houstdn, Enos 
Cebelrs triple 41:ove home 
two runs in the Antros' 
four-run first lan!ng~ Jerry 
Mumphrey singled home 
one run before Cubell 
delivered his big . hit. 
Rookie eatcher Mark 
Barley added the lnning's 
fourth run with a sacrifice 
fly, and hit a homer .% the 
eighth to csp the ,u.~ring. 
I 
I 
toc=l Sports Shorts Mike Nottingham and "Those guys cover up for tomorrow we start 
Tony Vogel scored the  any mistakes you make. thinking about the  B¢ seb ll other Kamloops goals This is just a great Memorial Cup.".. I 
while.' Dale Derkatch feeling." Memorial Cup com- 
playingChina takingCZech°sl°vakia'on South i'i St ndlnse second-f~iod goa ls .SC0red  Reglna's twoi i~ ~ petion begins this weekend i :.Totem sadd le  c lub  
Korea' and Yugoslav;iS ~ . , . Oilers held a 27-25 shots- in Kitchener, Ont. ; ResuljslromflleTotemS~oCIvbmm~m~|lym~aheM,m~y:.'~/ 
The win may'r mean 6oh. , . . . .  
" ' KPOLE BENDING meeting Cribs. " something else to the SENIORS 
The eight teams are the  IATION'ALEas, Olvte.=EAOU" T tonsoct lons  oiter . Right .now the 1, OonMuller 
w,...., ToplO Chicago 17 !1 .607 - -  New York 16 i l  .593 W Montreal 15 14 .517 2~ ' 
Philadelphia 13 15 •464 4 ': i 
St• Louis 14 17 •402 4V~ 
Pittsburgh 9 16 •360 6~ 
Well Division 
San Diego 
Los Angeles 
Cincinnati 
Atlanta 
Sen Francisco t t  19 .367 7V: 
Triples: Sandberg, Chicago, 
10 20 .333 6V= 5; McGee, St. Louis, 4; Foley, 
Cincinnati, 3; Oeeter, Clncln. 
I) H 0 m e ~ h  pro- • ~ ~"  
: ~ ~ t  Jli~ll~,... : .'~.;,%,1 U 
}) Cabm' 1 ~  cabin. .-2" , ~ _ = ~  
guest house  ~ 1 ~ ~ . _ ~ .  ~--_- 1 
y ~ ,  Plsher Ld ,  Tyee | '  II I I :  ~ . . . . . . _ - -  L J~ 
L ~ r e a .  Will custom. ';.- . •11 .V  ! ]  
b~dtoyour  ptans, _ . ' ~ :  / -  . _ _~ 
_°hnst°n: !46"5838 ~,~ 
,i .ome: 1280 e, i. with,rE- $ 
vision for a 'h loft ' ~ BB~ ,~..(.. " : ' - - . , . ,~,  ¢ i  
2) Home: 32'x40' with ,nterior ¢:~ ~ , . .  i ~ ;~|  
log wall. porch area ~" ~ , ~ . . _ ~  
3) in: 18'x20', ski ;.~ ~ . ~  
; ~ ~  --~'. -. ---- -1 
Built of pine logs. Will move to ~-4-~;~k~'  -- ". " " - - . -~  
our lot. View Fi r R ., r l ! " .. .._... . 
' ake Telkwa area• , r _ ~ ¢.),---- 
uil  to you l . ' " 
Contact  Trevor Johnston: 8 - • 
"MOLT_  _ 
18 !1 .621 - -  ~IATIONAL LEAGUE 
20 12 •606 - -  AB R H PCt. 
16 14.533 2V= Gwynn, SD 105 23 40 ,301 
14 15 .403 4 Frencona, Mtl 96 9 36 ,375 
Houston 11 10 •379 7 Clark, SF '  109 17 39 .358 
Moldofledo, LA 71 .11 25 .352 
Washngtn, Atl 107 19 37 ,346 
AMERICAN LEAGUE Ray, Pgh 91 15 31 •341 
Eset Division Strawbry, HY .- 97 16 33 .340 
W L PCLOBL •Durham, Chl 06 17 23 .337 
Detroit 2S 4 .g62-  Relnes, Mtl 111 23 37 .333 
Toronto 18 12 .600 7V1 Sendberg, Chl 112 20 37 .330 
ealtimore 16 14 .533 9V= Runs batted In: Carter, Man- 
Milwaukee 13 15 .464 !1'/= treoh :iS; Marshall, Los Ant. 
Boston 13 17 .433 12'/~ efes, 20; Schmldt, Philadelphia 
Cleveland 11 15 •423 12V2 25; McReynolds, San Diego, 23; 
New York I1 17 .393 13V2 Washlngton~ Atlanta, 23. 
West Division • Doubles: Francona, Montreal, 
Minnesota 10 13 .545 - -  9z Carter, Montreal, 9; Thomp. 
Oakland 17 15 .531 V~ son, Pittsburgh, 9; Sex, Los 
California 10 16 .$29 '= Angeles, 9; DaVIs, San Fren. 
Seattle 16 16 Jog IV~ claco, 0; Little, Montraef, l ;  
Chicago 14 lS .483 2 Sandbars, Chicago, 0, 
Kansas City 9 10 .333 6 
Texas 
: i ! i i ! ! i  ~ i i i i i i i : : i~ i i i~ i ! i i i : : i~ i~ J  :~:" :::"~ :':~ i i .iiii!iiij  ~;~
Mothers Day Speclal 
13, t984 8,00aam.-3,00 peru. 
2 p,...%neh F ,  st 
i £ .  any style 
3 p. .  o/B--. 
03.50 
Al l - .  , . ,  p, , .  /o, 
who bring ,hddren ,,=ler t4. 
taM/el3 .... 
Grand Trunk Restaurant 
4702 Lakelge Avenue 
L icensed Premises  • 
nail, 3; Samuel, Philadelphia, 
3; Wynne, Plffsurglt, 3. 
Home runs: Marshall, Los 
Angeles, S; Schmidt, Phlla. 
delphle, 8; McReynolds, Sen 
'Diego, Y; Murphy, Atlanta, 7; 
Washington, Atlanta, 1. 
Stolen Bil lS: Samuel, Phlla. 
delphic, 16; Redus, Cincinnati, 
15; Wiggins, San Diego, 14, 
; Pitching (4 deolslons): Show, 
San  Diego, 5-1, '.833, g.20; Pena, 
LOS Anugels, 4.1, ,000, 1.94; 
Honeycutt, LOB Angeles, 4-1, 
.000, 1.94; Sanderson Chicago, 4" 
1, .800, 3.17; ~ Soto, Cincinnati, 4. 
• 1, .N0, 2.75; Smith, MoMreah 4. 
1s .M0, |.Tt. 
Strikeouts: Ryan, Houston, 
,16; soto, Cincinnati, 25; Velen. 
xuela, Los Angeles, 4,1; Onodon, 
NINe York, 40. 
level:  OoSsago, San Diego, 
9; Suffer, St. LOUIS, 7; Oroaco, 
New York 6. 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
AB R H Pet. 
Trsmmll, Dot 119 29 4S .3/0 
GBell, Tar 107 16 39 ,364 
Gsrbey; Dee 62 I1 22 .355 
Garcla, Tar 127 21 45 .354 
Rlpken, Bit 110 09 41 .347 
RLaw, Chl 96 15 33 .344 
Lemon, Dee 114 20 39 .342 
Mlttlngty, NY 97 8 33 ,340 
Uplhaw, Tar 103 3g 35 .340 
Tlbllr~ Cle 75 12 20 .333 
Rune batted In: Klngmsn, 
Oakland, 31; Murray, Baltt. 
more, 29; Lemon Detroit 23. 
Doubles: Boone,, California, 
10; EilI ,  Toronto, 10; Rlpkon, 
Baltimore, 9; Trammsll, De- 
troit, 9; Upshiw, Toronto, 9. 
Triples: RLaw, Chicago, 4; 
GibSon, Detroit, 3; Lemon, De- 
troit, 3; Messy, Toronto, 3; 
Owe.n, Seattle, 3; Shelby, Balti- 
more, 3; .Sheridan, Kansas City, 
S. 
Homd runs: Klngman, Oak- 
land, 11; R!pken, Baltimore, 10; 
DAVIS, Seattle, "9.. 
Stolelt hi l lS: Oarcll,  TO. 
rome,  14; Bernezerd, Cleve- 
lend, 13; Butler, Cleveland, 13; 
Petit, California, 12. 
Pitching (4 #ecillons): Stlob, 
ToreMg~ 5.@* ,1,0M, 3,05; Ceudlll, 
Oakland, S'O, 1•000, 2.45; Li lt ,  
Toronto, 4.0, I.ogg, 3 . l l ;  Stew- 
art,' Baltimore, 4-0, 1.000, 3.13; 
Morris, Detroit, 6.1, .il57, 1.85. 
Strikeouts: Blyleven, Clave. 
lend, 43; Morris, Detroit, 38; 
Sml thson ,  Minnesota, 30; 
NIIkro, New York, 37; Stleb, 
Toronto, :r/; Wlff, California, 37. 
Sivee:.  qulsenberry, Kansas 
City, 7; Caudllh Oakland, 6; 
Dsvll, Minnesota, 6; L imp,  To. 
rome, S; St0nlev, Boston, S. 
Amerlcln LIIgU! 
Cleveland Indians recetve notice 
league has upheld two.game 
suspension 
and $300 fine against second 
baseman Tony Bernozerd for 
bumping Into an 
umpire during April 10 game 
agalnsl Chicago White SEx. 
Texas Ringers receive league 
notice that third baseman Buddy. 
Be l l  has 
been suspended two games for 
bumplng umpire AI Clark during a 
doubleheader at Toronto on May I. 
National LIIRUI 
New York Mete request waivers 
on pitcher Craig Swan for purpose 
giving him his unconditional 
release; recall pitcher Tom GEr- 
man from 
Tidewater of the International 
LEagUe. 
BASKETBALL 
NBA i .. 
San Antonio Spurs .sign Cotton 
Fltzslmmons to multi-year contract 
es 
head coach. 
FOOTBALL 
Cpl' 
Saskatchewan Roughriders sign 
running backs Robert Reid end 
Casey 
Tlumatu, safety Hezon Henderson 
and defensive backs Fred Williams 
end 
Tim Washington; trade eftonslve 
lineman Bryan Illebrun to 
B.¢.LIons for defensive lineman 
,. Brant Racette. 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers sign 
quarterback Todd Hans. 
Edmonton Oilers, which g. Morle Rempel 
own 70 per cent of the club, 3. Laurie Muller LITTLE BRITCHES 
are considering an offer to i. Jason Rempel 
buy their interest in the 2. Harry Redmond 
3. Nicole Jones 
team. 
The remaining 30 per SENIORS 
I. Irv Eisner cent of the club is owned by 3. Dan Muller 
a group of shareholders in 3. LaurleMuller 
LITTLE BRITCHES Kamloops which is now i. Jason Rempet 
organizing a community 2. Harry Redmond 
drive to raise $250,000 to 3. Vlncent Redmond 
keep the club in the city. SENIORS 
"1• Irv Eisner 
I 2• Lea Rempel 
3. Harry Redmond 
PC L LITTLE BRITCHES I. Jason Rempel 
2. Lory Knull 
• " Q. Vincent Redmond 
stondin9 s -,o, 1• Dan Muller 2. Laurie Muller 
I , , , 3. trv Eisner 
LITTLE BRITCHES 
North  r D iv i s ion  1. Harry Redmond 
W L Pot. GBL 2. Jason Rempel 
Vancouver 16 14 .533 - -  3. Vincent Redmond 
Edmonton 16 15 .516 Vz 
Portland 13 17'.433 3 SENIORS 
Salt Lake 12 18 .400 4 I .  LenRempel 
x-Tacoma l0 18 .357 5 ' 2. trvEisner 
Sot~th Division 3. DonMuller 
Tucson 19 t0 ,65S - -  LITTLE BRITCHES 
x-Hawaii 20 I t  .645 - -  1. Harry Redmond 
Las Vegas 17 13 .567 2V2 3• VlncentRedmond 
Albuquerque 15 17 ,469 $'/2 3. JasunRempel 
Phoenix 13 18 ,419 7 
Wednesday's Results 
FIGURE EIGHT 
BARRELS 
KEYHOLE 
SCURRIES 
t.: KIml¢~;f, 
2, xm, Kn.IW 
3. MIIIIBa Olawe 
Pea,weBs 
t. Ken Knull 
2. KIm Rompel 
3. Natel Jones 
JUNIORS 
1. Lyn Lavols 
2. Tlna Knull 
'S. Melllsa Gtawe 
PEEWEES 
!. KIm Rampel 
3, Ken Knoll 
3. Marly Eisner 
JUNIORS 
1. Tlna Knull 
2. KIm Kaye 
3. LYn LivErs 
P l lWI l l  
L KIm Rempsl 
3. Ken Knoll 
3. Natel Jones 
JUNIORS 
I. KIm Kaye 
2. Tins Knull 
PEEWEES 
I, Ken KnuII 
3. KIm Rempol 
3. Marly El,lner 
JUNIORS 
1, Lyn Lavolo 
2. KIm Kaye 
3. MelIsM Glaws 
PEEWEES 
I . .  KIm Rempel 
• 2. MsrtyEIsnor 
3.  Natel Jones 
Vancouver 4 Tucson 5 
Salt Lake 6 Phoenix 10 
Portland 4 Albuquerque S 
Tacoma at Hawaii, late 
The club would like to thonktha Judges, Bov Shaw and Jim Knurl; and Lon 
Rempel end the crew tor their help In gaffing the track ready, and the canteen 
crew who put out truly scrumptious hamburgers and hot dogs. 
The next gymkhans I= set for May 27th, 
Ricky  Baergof  Cred i t  Union pokes a single 
into r ight  f ie ld  to boost his team in the i r  22.14 
win over  Overwa i tea  in a Bronco d iv is ion 
minor  baseball  game Wednesday night at 
Agar park. Credit  Union is cur rent ly  In f i rst  
place in the divis ion. 
.:;,Y~COUVER •(cP): -- 
l~b"<MoRe I s  a .  goal-' 
oriented athlete who seems 
to have put his life in a 
proper po~ective. 
...... S ..... ....., ... wrestler  a a l  o r ient  e d a.i."'"i e te  • i 
.' The ~,50-pound wrestler. ~, "Every year 1 write make the Conadian'/team. SFU on an athletic "I'm confident I'll do at Oklahama State said. "He figur~ a few 
from ' Simon ~ Fraser*~ down my goals," he says.. Once l get there, thenican 
University believes, in "Thisyear my major goal work on another goal." 
setting sub.goals in getting is to get to the Olympics. Masse, 21, is a Saskatoon 
to his ultimate ob~flve.. "But _fl3"s_t rye  got to . ,  native wbo moved west o 
scholarship. As a wrestler 
- -  MoRe also is a eta/ring 
defensive end for the 
football Clansmen " he's 
become an international 
traveller and one of 
Canada's top medal hopes 
for the 1984 Summer 
Olympic Games in Los 
Angeles. 
This wsekend MoHe will 
be the • defending 
heavyweight champion at 
the Canadian senior 
wrestling championships, 
the first step toward a 
berth on  the  Olympic 
teara. 
well at the nationals 
because the meet is an 
important one for al l  
wrestlers," he said 
Wednesday. "A good result 
in the nationals means a 
better seeding at the 
Olympic trials." 
The nationals take place 
Friday and Saturday. at. 
SFU in suburban Burnaby 
and the Olympic trials 
begin May '25 in Regina. 
MoRe prepared for the 
nationals and the trials by 
training for a month with 
the United States chain- 
. . . .  2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  plan, Bruce Baumgariner,._ 
thin@ out he can score on 
Baumgariner with. 
"With the Russians out 
of the Olympics, 
Baumgariner is the 
favorite for the gold 
medal. The last time Bob 
University in Stlllwater. 
"We went head-on-head 
a few times and I learned a
lot from him," said Molle. 
"He's a little bigger than I
am, about 270, andl had to 
use my quieknesses to 
counter his strength." met Bruve officially, 
Mikes Jones, Molie's Baumgartner won 7-2 'o~a 
coach at SFU, said Molle points.'" , ' :  '" 
returned from the U.S. in Molle , ' figures .h i s  " 
better shape and about 10 toughest Canadian op 
pounds heavier, ponent will be .375-pound 
"It probably helped Bob JohnTentaofSurreyiB.C., 
a lot more to work with who attends Louisiana 
Baumgartner than it State University. MoRe 
helped Baumgartner to defeated Tents 9-3 l_~_.t 
work with  him." Jelea_ Novem_ber__at SFU:. 
Luckily for SKB runner Greg Shannon, The two teams met Wednesday night in an 
UAB's first baseman David La.ithwaite exhibition double.header in preparation for 
wasn't quite tall enough to handle this throw• the upcoming slo-pltch season. 
SKB hosts slo.pitch tourney 
,. Men's sis-pitch officially 
g~ts underway this 
weekend with the SKB 
Icebreaker tournament. 
Thirteen of the fourteen 
sis-pitch league teards are 
entered, the host team SK- 
B being the egception., 
The double knockout 
dra~v gets underway 
Friday night at 7 p.m. and 
continues all day Saturday 
and Sunday with the finals 
being set for4 p.m/_Stln_-_ 
day. be awarded, First ptace 
Riverside Park will host takes home $600, second 
the games on Frida}/and wins L300 and third gets 
Sunday, and Kerr-Rotary $200. 
Park will be used on A sodal will be held 
Saturday as well. Saturday night at the 
$1100 in vrize money will _ c~ling rink for all. 
Skeena Hotel 
Kokanee J 
...... K. Grace C J 
Wlillams . 
Terrace Builders 
Rec Center 
Wayside 
Totem Gulf Logge"~ / ' .  
Hanky Panky's 
Sio-pitch tournament draw 
m 
_A 
L5 
L, L,, 
L6 
. , @ 
/ ,  
-L3 
L7 
L2 
~2 "7 
L9 ,L15 
GAME T IMES- -  LOCATIONS 
GAME NO. TIME FIELD 
Friday 1 7:00 p.m. Riverside 
Saturday 2 9:00 a.m." Riverside 
Saturday 3. ' .,.". 9:00 a.m.,. Rolary 
Saturday 4 , "~ 10:i$," , • RiVerside 
Saturday . " ,/~. j ,  --'IrI0:lS 
Saturday ,/~i~':~~'~, "c : '" 11'!30 ~;';; ~ )ROtary 
Saturday i~ . ' / ' " '  ~:!' 11:/30 .... " Rlverslde 
Saturday ~ ~L"'~ '~ ' ~ ' : : ' "~ '~13~"  Rotary iverside 
Saturday '" 10 2:00 Riverside 
Saturday 11 2:00 Rotary 
Saturday 12 3:1,5 Rlverslde 
Saturday 13 3:15 Rotary 
Saturday 14 4:30 Riverside 
Saturday lS 4:30 Rotary 
Saturday 16 $:45 Riverside 
Saturday 17 7:00 Rlverslde 
Sunday 10 10:00 a.m., Riverside 
Sunday 19 11:30 RlvePslde 
Sunday 20 1:00 Riverside 
Sunday .21 2:30 Rlverslde 
Sunday 22 4:00 Riverside 
, ,  , , . .  - -  
• L15 
, 
: : • ! i/ii ! i  ili! 
This flee bookcuts 
 rough,the confusion 
aboutmo s. 
Your home may well be the biggest single investment 
you 11 ever make. And to finance Shame just about every- 
one needs a mortgage. ' 
But there are so many kinds of mortgages, and ,so many 
variations in terms, that it~ hard to decide which mortgage 
is best for you. ' 
That~ why-The Canadian Bankers' Association has 
published a new book called Mortgage Wise. 
It starts with some sound advice about house hunting, 
and ends with a section on selling a home. 
It explains the kinds of mortgages available, and how 
the various options affect the total amount you pay. 
It lists the key questions you should ask about interest 
• ratesand prepayment options. 
• It has a typical rno~gage application form, so you'll 
know what to expect wlien you sit down with the mortgage 
,,~. :~i)O~,cer atyq~r ha.r~:,or~ther lender. 
,o~~:i,~:.;~ ;~;./~•';it te l l s~~:~qat l  ~y6uf:/aw~r and what he.  . . . . . . .  
should d~'fdl you:"~'°'=/' ............ : . . . .  
It lists the kinds of costs you can expect o pay on the 
closing date. 
It explainshow to renew a mortgage, when reflnandng 
can be a saving, and what to do if you l~ave trouble meeting 
your monthly payments. 
Use thiscoupon to send for your free copy of Nlortgage 
g/./se, or orderit ihrough your bank. It will give you a clear 
~icture of mortgages, and how the right one can work best 
Lions trade 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Junior Regina Rams, I .::,, l.qV.~ :,¢.u l'l~ - - -~ '-uFy ,.n ,...,~;.~;~ .'o~. | 
ens Racetta, also 2/, became British Columbia Li 
I I acquired Canadian of- a starter for R!e Lions Name fensive tackle Bryan midway through the 1983 Saskat season after an injury to Street Apt. No• nlebrun from 
Canadian Foot- ball League Hebeler. Raeette, 0-foct-2 Ci ty_  ____  
trade Wednesday for ~d 240 l~unds, played in 
Canadian defensive end z:~gamesmrtheLionsover Province Postal Code 
lllebrun, 27, is a 6-foot4, a free agent, ~poander who sta.ed The Uons havs an Mail to: Mortgage Wise, The Canadian Bankers Association, 
an 16 games last season for opanlng in their offensive BOX 1500, Station A, Toronto, Ontario M5W 2N8.  
the Roughriders. He a six- line after import tackle 
ysar veteran who'eame to • Don Swbfford was released f Please allow four weeks for delivery. I 
Saskatchewan from the after last season. This  free booklet has been published byThe Canadian Bankers ~Association on behalf of: 
i Canada's 71 Chartered Banks. 
paffflclpat _., k . ____ -  . . . . . . .  _ _______1  
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HAGAR the HORRIBLE by Dick :.:Browne 
;NIMAL CRAKER 
i 
by Roger Bollon 
P~tLD FU~/!  
L~.., . ,  d 
SHOE by Jeff MACNolIy LSO 
• (July23teAug. 22) - - - -  
: ~ - ~ Keep in touch with those 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
BROOM-HILDA ' 
. l ' l~ OFF TO A Mi ;ET IN~ WITH T4EE. . .  THAT 
M'/IN~/E--~TMENT (OLtN~EI~R)~OLINE~ R~L ! 
by Russoll Myors 
• ~ ,.~,~:~ : .  ... 
, , :  . . . . . . .  YOUR:: •. - 
, . . ,  , .  , - , '  
INOIV IOURL 
HOROSCOPE 
..... A~S 
' lOgar  
FORFRIDAY. l residue • ' • .- 4Meager 
• e&mi l  ARIES 
(Mar; 21 to Apr. 19) • ~z App0mattox You're able to communicate 
your Ideas s~eeessfully, ~ ~l~M~n~din u 
though not everyone you meet -- ~ '~ 
asy0uare;. Seville 
:'TAURUS ~ BAnna 
• (Apr.20te May 20) Paviova 
: Hold your., cards close to 17m.ln~r, n 
your Chest. in financial deal- 
in~:  Daydreaming can in- IBScabh'd: 
:.'terfere with.work efficiency..: lid Avoids 
Par~ersarecooperaUve. ~ zz ClMma 
Gm~m, : : , ,W.~' :  --pensi----~ 
(May21toJune~0) . " " / ' "  '~z ,~,w~ent 
You sparkle among friends .Time period 
today. Bring a work project o ,, fl~ Sweet 
completion. Don't honor re- .potato 
quests for loans; Enjoy group ~8 Connects 
'activities; 31 Dolomites 
CANCER ~£~'~ 33 Young boy 
(June 21to July 22)v  ~,~ 
Keep career ~ievelopments 
confidential. Private meetings 
are favored. Feelings inten- 
sify In romance. A loved one 
seems vaKue. 
.in the day. Later, you'll crave 
some pdvaey for home-based 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
You have your feet on the 
ground in business, .but are 
Impressionable in romance. 
Friends listen to your opl- 
Imved ones make plans for 
travel, but keep costs in mind. 
.Intensify efforts for career 
success. Guard against 
wishful thinldng. 
~,o  ~ 
(Oct. ~ to Nov. 21 ) 
Some misinformaUon of a' 
personal nature, makes the 
rounds. Common sense tactics 
bring business gains. Avoid 
premature moves. 
sAcrrr~us ~ i~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dee. 21) 
Collaborative creative ef- 
forts are marked for success. 
Do further esearch about in- 
vestment matters. Don't be 
, Omuwo  ¸  ¸
Eugene 
41 - Alonzo DOWN ' 10 French 
~ze~ I Priestly river " 
robe 11 
z -c~ , - l lOslmm'-.  ' 
45 REnter. Marnmra " , nament 
41 Where: Latin 3Daughter ' ~Aconlte .' 
48 Grampus ofLokl . • - (~anU~ 
48 SailyRand 4 Amontillado' ~ ~M~r ' 
H Bond,. lK inc l~ " ey  . .  , 
~ Woodsorrel 6Cu Z~ Ann Miller 
Oft-lent 7 A canonical Z'/Deface .. ,~.. 
item hour ~ Glacial: .:. 
mSlnger 8Vacation :. r idge " 
, Della lure 30 Man's shirt 
59 Electronic ! Ballet fastener 
listener performer ~=~=eu s 
Avg. solutlon I/me: ~ rain. ,. ~1 HoodwinkS. 
IA D omi  IEIAIPmDIAITIA] 
IRIUIMiA~Io IA IEIPI I ICJ  ~Bestew,:, 
lAD AmGIO~SMPIEINrr ' I  39corrupt ,. 
ITI E R R A=BIEI~ClAI~ 44 Berliner."lchbin ~ 
NO v E NmW A ynTlUlSmJ 45 ~rry 
~LI= ITmTI~I~IE~ 48~ ' 
S 0 NnRIEIX ~ silkworm ' 
35 ,~h~ like . . 
Ella [BE L LIM~IDll ITB~IVI~J ~lcornpart: 
M ~.~atly TI/ IYI~IL ILBDI~INISnlLIAPI 
series 1-30 ~ OldFrench 
38 Buttons coin . 
40 Lm'Ke bird Answer toSaturday's puzzle. 53 Joplin opus 
2 S M4 516.17 a~s , o .  
" I"1 Nil" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  W" .  '1 mN l" I U" I 
"==1 I I 
,, i=m=l  I = , 
I I  
"- . - " r l  :°° 
c iwPr~uiP  1-3o 
NH UCENKJY  JEECAEHKULKWTC VLHG'NG 
'GUKEJYV  ACHATC JG "NK-WHH."  
gullible. . x# Saturday's Cryptoqulp - THE GROWER OF STRAWBER- , 
. . . .  C APRICORN . . . . . . .  I~ ; :~"~ ,~RIF~ HAD LONG, BAD: .SE~N *"'" '  BUSINESS IS' '~' 
:~,,-~., ~(De~,~to, Jan, tg)r,~.,',. ~,~- . .  ; FR~.  ~i,'~,~ i~.~,, ;o'~'i~,~., .~x~,,J,::,~,;, '..~ ........ ~.,,~, 
..... .: .Fdendsldp and btmine~ ,do :, ,i!, ~,~ .~ . . . . .  Today's~/ptoquipclue: H quaisO.. ,i.,, . ~ . . . .  
not combine favorably. Take 
work home from the office if The Cryptoqu~ is a simple substitution cipher In widch each 
by Start Lee necessary. Be attentive to a letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, It 
loved one's needs, will equal O throughout the puzzle. Sinsle letters, short words, 
AQUARIUS .~,~ and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to loeaUn8 
(Jan.20toFeb. 18) vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
Get an early start if travel- 
ing. Creative types are pro- 
ductive. Deal directly with HEATHCLIFF 
higher-ups in business affairs; _ ~ . . . .  _ . . . . . . .  
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
welfare, you can rise to a peal- 
B.C. , by Johnny Hart ,on of leadership in politics, ) ~ ~ :  ~-"~ 
. " business, government and.. | ~J - -~ l~/ . . /~q  ~.~ "~ ~ ~,_ 
. ! I / -  
,.,. 
* .  _ v @ 1  " puuusflea letter item a - , - - ,,, _ --, _~ 
L ©'h~°m~' ' "  ¢~ " . . . . .  ' .." . '. . " wonmn whose son com- PiP YO0 KICK THAT W'AT~'R COOLIE t m 
mitted suicide. I had • R J=.' 
planned to end my own . " 
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE ' : :bY Lynn Johnston anllfe that ve~ night w i thoverdose ,  but t atlet- 
ter made me step and : 
' .  think about the pain I =.mmmmmml|d~ 
_~r~=' .~ __ ;  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ I I ~ "~UMp~q-II r'1~ , i ~  ageWOUldlnfllet°nmyteen'sIster, and the grief .mmnmU&UUni- 
6~D'T~C~-TH~.R. . .  t -o~, , /~t~t - tm~.  [ Ium~/ 'Ot0~l~u~l l  I ~Mec~¥V c~x'~" I my death would cause 
|HRVE~OHEU411~i-'T~ ~v~' -~ '~ ,~ I i~" 'u - -  . . . . . . .  " l i  "T'HI=~NK~I~Of~ I my young niece and . . . . .  
~=4~-..MIEHREL. ~..~-,~.-..~_,_,'" " ~ I [~.~- - '~ '~~ nephew, to whom I have - 
' been a second mother. I 
• ~ ~ ~ )  : , , , r ,~-~-  ,,  ~ also thought about my 35 . 
elementai'Y school stu- 
I i , . ~ dents who would be 
traumatized. 
My mother Is not well, 
- -  ~6 ] I realfzed how my sul- n 
cide would affect her, 
The next daY, I con: 
salted a psychiatrist anq 
told ldm of my sulcl.dm / 
plus, I am n_o w unaer I 
h.~ni~ '~ "f~r'd eurc~don I 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Make important domestic U '~ i6 - ' - '  ~ 
decisions. Travel affords 'd~t  61 I ~ some satisfactions, but be 
wary of romantic proposals 
YOU BORN TODAY would . . . .  
make a good worker for a ~ " ~  "~ 
cause. Motivated by a sincere : "~ • "~ 6 
concern for the general '% 
J~  treatment for d pre~, ea 
- -  my fourth eplsocl. • ~ 
I0 years, t am onny ~o 
years old. . 
the  WIZARD of IDI by Brant Parker and Johnny Hart : All Is not r~y.  I stlll want to die or perhaps ~ 
take a very long. s[ecp~ 
My doctor says x mus 
~,  ] [ . . . . . .  [[ , /  . .~-  4-.~.q : ~ m remain in treatment for 
/ ~/C2J ~[Y' Y. t~V~ ~7 [TQ 7HI~ ~/  ma be years, and I hen- . [ . ,~ I  
~[~ Tt4t~__,t ~,+~ ~J .- - - / I  ~c~t~ v~ I I ~ A~[~ J_ ~ several mOreest~the str ngthd°n't know.to.hanglfm°nths'I haVeon " II1111M[11 "iLl Pk " 
m ~ m 
~ver, never nganu will l " I • 
consider suicide without e 
" ,. ' thinidng of those it will 
affect. Cod bless you for ~, 
printing that letter. -- • I~  unlwmm pr,. synu~.to 
Louise . , '  
• Your letter is sure to , , , -  . -  . . 
, o .hm. , ,w , ,  o- , , .  o - , . , . -o . ,oo , , . ,  
,~. i~  . tiger for the weekend. And mako wouldn't be at all sur prised If yoti saved a feW. 
Bless you for writing, sureit 's  not all fat ."  
t ,  
mini m mn mm . . . . . .  i I I  I ira 
. . . . . ' , The Herald, Thursday, May 10, |96,1,.Plge..~ 
[ OhflOren:  rolect.//a h e of,..Penance,,anu. bhnd, obedience 
i i m- .  her ":!/CAthy;19,intheNungent~.hildofC~lleand -~ andtwfi~s~st~m.i;emaln, flxed in de{'0tioii toa  an d!~tetyas  a Whole. : . ' '! : . .  Tremblay assumea me uue ot pope in 1968.' I 
n.anos claspea, ugnU.~ ~.ner  !ap!. ~alks sadly' Adolph Kk~scr. who'turned to'the Apostles of : life of prayer, ~nance and reJecU0n, of a We sold everything we had in the world to. His message found fertile ground in~ 
about me morner ann !airier see lee.Is ee lost Infinite LOve to help' them cope with the; soelety they see as wicked, permissive and try to build a little society that was away from Quebec, where a , devout, conservativ?~ 
to a . .  _ ' ~ " , i spiritual turmoll crested whe~' winds iofl doomed, i i all the corruption we thought existed," she  Cotholic society was in the throes of profound~-, 
nreaaaway t~oman Camollc sect. , change swept through the Roman Catholic LIFE STRICT ' , explained. * social changes known as the Quiet 1 
"I felt like I never had parents~" she sald of Church in, the eariyi!980s. The children The three who left recalied childhoodn kpent ' , The Apostles, led by Gnston Tremblay, Revolution. :~ 
her years :in a remote monastery near st-. r~ged in age from one to nine whe n' they  inprayer, faet Lpg, long periods of silence ar,i have endured for more than 20 years de, pits ~ The Kisser children describeTremblay as a 
invite,i'Ve.+ of a childhbod lost:to'rlg0rous :: entered the SeaL:,". :i. :: i :'~ :~ / :~ !~:~: ." ~ ~ ,'blind oLx, dience,'~,::'A; ' ." ~ ~... legal battles - -  Tremblay hen :.been jailed genius -- a dynamic end inspirational leader 
dlselplihe ~ and  a i rellgl0us -~' order ~~ that i.~ Cathy,,'her sister, Janico,' 29/and brother,, i "We're not trYlngto get at our •parents;" twice"-,--and accusations of child abuse and ' able to sway. his flock with 'his vision Of i 
separated children from parents and four' Greg,'27, left the sect betwees 1976 and 1981, ' 'sold Cathy, a short, blue-eyed young woman homosexuality. But the number of followers salvaUon.Theirmothercalls him a latter-day 
sistornl from their brother, driven out by a way of life they could no with soft, brown curls falling ae/oss her at the St-invite monastery has fallen from a St. Francis of Assisi. 
What were once close family bends linking longer accept, shoulders. ?I love them. I want hem with us. 1976 peak of about 5o0 adults and 150 children 
parents andflve children in the IQeser family They say they decided to break silence They're'not the ones.'whu make the rules to about 225 adults and 10 children. 
ere now marked by sadness --  bitternesS, ab0ut heir exper/ences now not out of a sense They're just followers'." . The group' has missions in Guat~mela 
even --  on beth sides, of revenge, but to give other families who Janice, blue-eyed, brown-haired, with a Puerto Rico, Guadeloupe, the Dominican 
Cathy's mother,'kn0wn asSister Claire 'of might be on the point of joinlnganiusight into 
the conflict between world and piety that was 
~e Immaculate, discerned her children.by to tear the Edmonton family apart. • , 
pnone~ zrom her retreat in the Lanrentlan- ~ .. .. 
Mountains: She still loves the three children/ The ascetic religious ect, which" considers 
who abandoned the controversial Apostles of  itself the true Catholic Church and its leader 
Infinite Love, but she's deeply disappointed ' the legitimate pope, embraces ~a life of 
with them.. . ' 
"They resent the fact-we brought hem poverty and isolation from society. Cathy, Janice and Greg .rejected the 
away from society wblch we felt was Just.a scrupulous discipline of the Apostles. and 
little too corrupt for our own standards." • returned to the outside world.. Their parents 
Pom spreads 
message that 
sexual abuse 
/s enjoyable 
TORONTO (C9) . -  A 
ma~ who .sees ,enough 
pornography that shows 
women enjoying sexual 
may wind up 
g women like being 
raped, says a psychology 
pro~essor who recenUy 
completed a study of the 
effetbs of video 'sex 
material on 400 men. 
"in fact, our past 
research hasdemon-  
siraLed that this is exactly 
what !can happen to the 
psroography viewer," 
James Check of York 
University in Toronto said 
Wednesday. 
In the tests, the men 
viewed commonly 
available video sex 
material and rated their 
reactions. 
Some participants aw 
videos showing women 
who, despite being tied up, 
raped and beaten, even- 
tually began to enjoy their 
treatment. 
Others aw erotic videos 
difficult for , men to 
recognize the violent o r  
abusive nature of some' 
pornography because "the 
message Is: 'She loves it.' 
"Clearly, this is a rape 
myth. These videotapes do 
not in any way reflect the 
true reality of rape and 
other forms of sexual 
-assault." 
One Toronto man who 
participated in the study 
said he thought few of the 
films were truly 
degrading, but said no 
matter how much~he saw 
he could never become a 
rapist. 
"I see people all the time 
being shot on TV and l'd 
never take a gun and shoot" 
someone," he said. 
A news conference on the 
• project had been scheduled 
for today, but was can- 
celled because the federal 
Justice Department, which 
financed the study, wanted 
to see the report first. 
ready smile, is married and a mother herself, Republic, Florida, upper New York state, 
She agreed.with her sister: Vancouver, Winnipeg, Toronto and a dozen 
"We're not OUt ira destroy Mom or Dad or Quebec. towns. . .  
get revengeor anything like that." Tromblay, a fiery speaker known, to 
Sister Claire, recalled by a family friend in  believers as Father Jean Gregoire de la 
Edmonton as a mischievous, fun-loving wife • Trinite and the true pope left a Catholic 
and mother 20 years ago, moved to St-Jovite nursing order in 1956 without aking priestly 
with the children and her carpenter husband vows and set out to establish traditionalist in the world, it's being able to live a good 
in 1965. She said they were driven by a missions in Quebec. A bearded, lanky man Christian life and die right. That's what's 
distaste for changes in the Catholic Church who wears brown robes..., and. a skullcap, important to us." ' 
Dr .  Je r ry  Fa lwe l l  
Religious Robin 
• PITTSBURGH (AP') - -Dor i s  
Chapin stole $16o,0oo from the rich 
and gave most of it to the poor. But 
now the admitted embezzler has 
r ~ '" el~nted and m asking Rov. Jerry 
Fal~veli, Ray. Jimmy Swuggert 
and other TV evangelists oreturn 
the money she gave them. 
"It appears none of the stolen 
money went to her, own family, 
although there wssa  need,"said 
James Epstein, an assietant 
district attorney in Mercer County, 
where Chapln was prosecuted. 
"It's a very'unusual case." 
In tearful testimony, Chapin said 
she had embezzled from Seldel 
Sand and Gravel Inc. of Jefferson 
• Township, where the mother of 
four worked as. a bookkeeper and 
her husband was a supervisor. 
The scheme went on for "six or 
seven years," said Chapin's 
lawyer, Lorinda Hiuch, with the 
last theft occurring in October 
1982. A company vice-president 
discovered it. 
Chapin's husband never knew of 
her activity, even though she 
The Kiesers and other relatives, includinl~ 
25 cousins, were among the first families 
take up residence at the monastery. Only nine 
of the cousins, now all in their 20s, remain, 
including Kieser sister Michelle, 28, who is, ~ 
described as retarded and an epileptic, and :~, 
24-year-old Leaane . . . . . .  
"We made a lot of sacrifices to try to form a 
little Christian society," Sister Claire said in 
the telephone interview. "It isn't just 
religious, it's a Christian society. SOr us 
that's the main thing. It isn't being successful 
I nu i t  a r t i s t  one  
settinge. 
ME~AGE STRONG 
Check said it is often 
request, you may be referred to other organizations for 
fudher assistance. 
DIAL'ALAW (TOLL.4=REE UNE) 112-800-972-0956. 
Service available Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
A public service operated by the B.C. Branch,The Canadian Bar 
Association, and funded by the Law Foundation of B.C. 
calling himself "Hunky maker be vested with members and people of 
Bill" -- is being aued by Kenyk. Ukrainian descent in B.C. 
some partners he teamed The assoclatien said the 
up with to market aperogy Affidavits from the two word Husky was a 
maker, sides also reveal that a derogatory one that of- 
In documents filed in' California distributor has fended the dignity and 
British Columbia Supreme filed .a .law. s~! against _pride . of. people of 
parliamentary committee 
examining pornography 
and prestituUon. 
'Hunky Bill' being sued 
by his perogy partners i 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- .asking the court to for- inquiry that Konyk and " i Results of the study will 
depicting two~ ,.'adults , ~ r published in-,~mlq.,~ P, erogy sales~nun Bill. molly diSdolve th~ part, ...-firlTl,. Winnipeg. ~arHe ,~ . . . .  ;,.;~lega.~it~p~8,:.,Pre-re, co[~ed tapes giye you legal information 
hav l~.. ~.xu~ intereo~.ss however, and details..w~]. , ,, .Konyk ,-- who raised ~e,-nership-khd deela~,,v,,,~,~,~,,,,~,~,~,,~,~,,:,,,,,. ' "L..* " ~ !~.~:~n i~5~di~.~nts~~een~n concern. If.you 
m attecusnare, .romanov. ;az_s~,;.~ :,suommea:.~m a ire of Ukrainian groups, for -. the r ights  to the ipei~gy mscrzmmaten ugamst zts 
embezzled by forging his signature 
on company cheques, Hinch said. 
At least $15,000 went to church 
and evongelistic organizations 
around the United States, Epstein 
said. The judge who sentenced 
Chopin'on March 27 to seven years' 
probation also ordered her to ask 
for that money back. ' ~ 
The groups are under no .legal 
obligation to return the money , 
Epstein said, but most appear 
ready to do so. 
RETURN THE MONEY 
"We wouldn't want to be in. 
vo]ved in an illegal action," said 
Bet[y McTaggeri, an official at the 
Jimmy, Swaggert Ministries of 
Baton Rouge, La. "It would be our 
moral respunsibility~ to return the 
money." 
Epstein's office said Swaggert 
received about $1,000, while 
Falweil's Old Time Gospel Hour 
received $1,449. Among the larger 
donations was $3,860 to the Oral 
Roberts Evangelistic Association 
of Tulsa, Okla. 
In  Lynchburg, Va., Falwell's 
lawyer said that donation has 
already been returned to the court. 
Gcorge/Stoval, who monitors 
donations to Roberts's group, 
declined Tuesday to say what 
would be done with the money, 
saying Roberts's response was 
"confidential." , 
The court found that, despite her" 
own money problems arising from 
her elderly mother's medical bills, 
Chapin gave most of the money to 
families who could not meet 
mortgage payments or buy 
groceries. 
"Everything she did was for 
other people," testified Raymond 
DeRaps of Greenville. She and her 
husband said Chopin helped their 
family of six from March 1981 
through November 1982 by buying 
them furniture, children's 
clothing, food and gasoline. 
The couple must pay back the 
$76,000 in embezfled funds for 
which Chopin Was prosecuted. The 
statute of limitations had expired 
on the rest of the money she said 
she stole. 
Court, four former part.' KonykelaimingU.S.rights-'Ukrainian descent. ~.. 
of  best  known nersare seeking damages to .the ...device; which 
• ,,L, , v -yss  ' from Ronyk and another p .nuc .mesna~dougn mURSDAY S p m 2 a 
HOLMAN ISLAND, work being.displayed in Farringion,and possession potato and cheese. :] 
N.W.T .  (CP)  - -  Helen some of Canada s most of the mold for- Hunky Konykattractednational "~ FIRST 
Kalvak, one of Gmada's prestigous galleries, in- Bill s Little Perogy' attention in 1980 when the E 
best-known Inult artists, cludlng the National Maker." The device Ukrainian Canadian . . . .  , 
has diedin her home in thls Mnseunl of Man in Ottawa earned at  least $500,000 in professinnal nd Bnsiness i ' ~i°t  : i~s  '~~ii:  ~~ ~! I ! I  
western arctic community and the Winnipeg Art sales th 1983. Assocl'ation of Vancouver [~ :- f 
after a lengthy illness. Gallery. Konyk and Farrington complained to a B.C. :z 
Kal~ak,83,wssawarded i " have  flied a countersnit. Human Rights board of , ' ' The i~ I
the Order LOt Canada in • " ' ' " " ' ' ':Is Best I 
1979, the same year in [bbbAAb~ALbAbAAbbbbbbbbbAbbbAb~ 
which one of her prints was [ v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v . v v v v . v v v . . ~  7 I~ con t stor, co. t Li,l, ] I ' I I ' I Hour I Sketching Whorehouse [ , 
| ., reproduced on a 17-cent t ' • ¢ i Smiling Jack s _ . i i  I I  i |  lB . - -  ¢ H WKRP In Entertainment Co.'t , Audubon How Io in ;: 
She  was  one  o f  the  ~t  i :  Llfllast TIc T~: Co.'t Wild Pools end Telelournal Can't Io  
i HObO I oouun i ~on't i Animals i Spat i National i Cant J 
In.it artists to gain in  ~ ! TV~I FunnieM TVs Funniest Glmme x Enterleln Mystwy Kites Le Point Thunder [ 
ternational recognition for ~ Is Game Game Break To.lght Cant Cant La N~teo end i 
her  work  and  had  c reated  i~ Show Show , Fomlly I Love Con'i ' Mech lne  t .es L ightn lng 
I Moments a Moments i Ties ! Connection i Cant I Technology i Evasions more than 3,000 pencil and , con't 
I A TBA Llvl It Cheers Knots Great Chins Ceclbres Con't felt tip , pen drawings • i s  TBA Up Cant Lbnding Chefs Ccl't Cant Cant 
depitlng Inult legends and ~ ~ i~ TBA O xorra Duck Cant The All New Basic , Genies en Cant 
hnnting adventures . '  H ~ a ~  ~ ~ 0 0 d  g 0 ~  : :  [10  iTs`  , con , t ,  Factory ,con,t 1~1, O,d Xoulol EloctrlcUy , Her ~ icon. t 
20.20 Hill Hill National W C l=lelds Vista La Vi i  i Top A talented seamstress, k ' :tO Cant Street Strast National Festival Promise Rank 
she began to draw in the H ~ con', slu. el,, Journal Cofl't Cinema Boxing 
1~ when a missionary can't . cowt can't Journal ~.on't Terreur .co"'t 
priest saw a design she k ~ 4 ), i KOMO 4 i CTV NeWS I i I I i i 
 Gtant Mothers - "-' - ='  
was sewing for a parka. A 4 k :tO NeWS NeWo News Night F,nel edition ie Cant 
ABC Hour Tha Thr~$ i ~ Jet Britannic Cant 
Fleet - Tonight ComPany , i Can't ersas-country tour that 4 ~ . , , , , , , 
i '  I t : ,  " ' "  = '  
l h ~  k :16 HollyWoOd Late Cant Miller I America Can't 
Day Spec ia l  ' l i:. " *" - "" '*=" 
- H Saint i I NI~I " / C0n't Clmter 
Cute, s u tbUt '; ' ' ' ' ' ' I Con'S Cost with acrid I NBA Levi;is dig-s,ng :con't  • t.eftermen iConfl.nco , and ) KOMO 4 Glsnt KING $ !Semi.Final Laughing 
• met ~msc~v News iGsm e . , ~ , , , Co"'t 
b. i, 
w.  Fm coum FRIDAY - 8 a m 5 pm 
six-year-old(AP)- The motherofaidnderprten New York  S teak  " '  ' ' o~ . . . .  Mr. w ~ard s student at an elementary 4 ,  :-  , r , , , ,  cen.. ~o,'~', ~/~mm~... ~,~.n. 1 ';I "'~' worE. 
D i n n e r  " America Can't Can't • Sw.glrt Mister Lovng " ' - " '  Prawn , ,  Can't Con', Con'! 100 RoOm 'Friend, called Sugs removed from k . 4 ~ ~ ' , -  , , , , , , , , 
' 4J ~.Mlnute KMeefl's CO~d Huntloy ~me Reed All B~ray| l  the school's library, k ~ Workout YOgi Company Str~l Street A~ut It Can't 
" I t ' s  very  disgusting," k ~ ~ i~ Th. e~,  Wllst'e ann'| Con't Con's Thin. Mwvemom Con't 
Pam Buchanan said 4 k of Nigflt Cooking Can't Friendly Can't About Tours Can't 
' u i i i i i l i H i - -  
wed.esday. , '1  g~% of f  the . .  o ~-  u c .  Buchanan's daughter, k _e.  'M .  4 ~ Joyc. Sam,allen Cellars' : Passe. Can't k [ • ~: lS  Can't D~ld~ ~n't ~ t  W~d Sh~ Choice Perl~t Cofl't 
Rache l ,  checked the, book ~. I~V" I____ II____ regular  ..... m e n u  items ~ , i ' i l l ' : ' i1~:&S • Con',Laving . ¢on'tl~lflnltl°n ', Con'lC°Wl , Mr.Drlssup,. i CommunilyB.bird , COh'tN'l"rlff . Cofl'tAnlmi01fle , ,C°fl'tCOIYt 
out of the school's library ), • " i ' "  • • I' - Family HOt Sesame Science Sewing Au  Nord Reds 
' : i ~ , . "1  , APt~tlte Potato S t r~ /Art Maker Power du ~0s Can't 
and brought i t  home for F i~ i  i " "  " k I JL ]1_:~ Rye's G~ Se.rch tar Can't ~o~v Works Prelect Let Amls Can't her mother to rekdto her ~ [ 1 I t s  ~.u~ e.ont 
~/'1': ~ ~ ' Free rose , I - :4~ I HoI~ Whol Tomorrow Cant Tuned ln Universe de MnAmis  Co" t  "At first, I thoU~.t i  was 4 ' ~ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
' k " " All My Why II1 AVIS d4 an awfully cut~y~b6o . ( ~ [1~1]~.  c,ller.. . i , ,  o. .  ~l p~l . .  co., 
fo r  every Motherl " " " "° ' "  " *  " " ' " "  Buchanan sald.i~  "The ~ ' . ' pictures are ver~ cute 4 ~ I l ~ :$o cant AliVe Our Children nsSnbow~s (on't AIIo Co,' l  I i m :aS i co~t Cant Lives Cant en~ Can't B~ Cant 
But shesaid she objected ( ~ ~ . . . .  ' . . . .  ' • One Another Ar~ther CBC inventive Outl~l Tag Boa Can't 
to the  i)ook "because i t '  / ,~ l~ i ld l~Lm ~  k II. :as uI, .wor ld  World News Drew Men ale GIl~tl Can't Can't 
S ~ :M to Can't , Can't Take Music end Me AdverflsinB Au Can't 
te, s a very young chad 4 ale e f fec t ive  ~ . ,- ,~,. c.,i co.,t . ~.,.... W.d =r Co.', 
, ,  y .: ' ' ' ' - "  ' ' ' some very  d i sgust ing  4) Friday, Saturd l  Sunda . General Gen~ra, The Wo~wtn Math " Cat 
' wAIF :1S Hospital HosPital ~otch Van Break Con'S Jou~ Cm't thinP it can ds with a 4 . ~ ~ , : ~ : . ~  ~. . :M  ' COfl't Cent Game OOltFor F i r ,  GEe T ' "  Feuillldo Angel 
slug." ~ RESERV E EARLY CALL ~ ; - - ,=  ,cow, =,,, co.., ,o~r.,, O~. ~,~ , .  , ~,,. 
" 635-3616 ' ' . . . .  
For  example it tells ~ Women to The Breakaway Youn0 England OED L~Myt~es  Cant 
you can put them ~ a J :IS Woman Don Con'! end C0fl't Grimmer ~Porls COn't 
blender andhave  them for  ~ ~ ' ~  ~ I~ ~ ~ ' ] 1 ~  ~ .1  :tO Con'I Herren Con', the Gruel Poy~ DU Neu, Cofl't 
breakfast or you roll them ' m,  :45 i Can't Show C0n't Restless Ch~s Cofl't eu Zoo 
up~a~andthrow~em i I Uvoeta I I I I ! I I Can't Fantasy People's 5muris 5easime Flexible Bobmo Mloflty 
:1$ ~Coflt Island Court Can't Street ResdMB Can't AAOUSl Lhrough~ your neighbor's , i~  :31 can't can't New~o~ One Day Can't This Other J~mtllur In the 
window."  , a l l  :~  ! Con'l Can't Can't at a Time Can't World R~as . . • r • . . . . Great 
Hood repents 
- - . '7  i " 
: /  " 
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avoid loss. All claimsot errors in edverti~ements 
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after the first publication, 
It iS agreed by the advertiser requesting space 
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failure to publish an' advertisement or in the 
cvent 0t anerr0r apl~arlng t'~ ;ha ~,dvcrfls<menl 
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by the sdvertleer for only One Incorrenl insertion 
for the portion of the advertising space OCcupied 
by the incorrect or omitted item onlyt end that 
there shall be no liabil ity to any extent greater 
than the amount paid for SUch advertising. 
Roe 399, Terrace, B.C. Home Otl lvary 
V |G 4i4 Phone 63S-40N 
Advertisements must comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act which prohibits any 
advertising that discriminates against any 
person because of his race, religion, sale, Color, 
nationality, ancestry or place of origin, or 
becsuse his age is between 44 and 6S years. 
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Classification ................................... Send ad along wi th  
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20 words or less: $2 per day DAILY  It E RALD 
$4.50 for three consecutive days 3010 Kalum St. 
56 for four consecutive days Terrace, B C.  
57.50 for five consecutive days VHG 2AA7 
& DEBT 
COUNSELLOR 
635.1256 
MEALS-ON-WHEELS 
635.3178 
THE SMITHERS Christian 
School Choir and band will 
be performing at the 
Christian reformed Church 
(corner Sparks and 
Straume) May 29 at 
7:30pm. Everyone is 
welcome to attend. 
(nC.llmay) 
NORTHW EST ALCOHOL & 
DRUG COURSE LLING 
638.8117 
SKEENA YOUTH 
WORKS INCENTIVE  
PROGRAM (SYWlP) DANCE REVUE84 9th 
6~.5778 • annual performance by 
The Vlckl Parvlalnen 
SPECIALSERVICES Dance Students. May 251h 
TOCHILDREN at 8pm at REM Lee 
635.7057 Theatre. Tickets available 
from the students and 
TERRACE Sight and Sound or phone 
HOMEMAKERS 635-.2142 and 635-2421.• 
635.5135 Prlces are adults $4, 
students over 12 $3, 
TERRACE RECYCLING chlldren and senlor 
635.7271 citizens S2, Donations 
from the proceeds go to the 
VOCATIONALSUPPORT REM Lee Theatre Fund.  ~ 
& LIVING SKILLS Come and enjoy• an 
635.7863 evening of entertainment 
for the whole famlly. 
(plXl. (nc.11may) 
(ppd6-eug. 84) TERRACE H IK ING 
JUDO CLUBS For iunior 7- CLU~Hlke ,  Sunday May 
14 years. Ju;Jitsu for adult. 13 Meet at the library at 
For more Information i:all 9am, at the library. We 
635.9316 and 635.9556. shall be going to Maroon 
(p3.30may) Creek; level Is moderate. 
Bring a lunch, rain and sun 
PROGRESSIVE CON- gear, a camera and a 
SERVATIVEAssoclatlonof friend. No dogs please. 
Skeena. Information Phone Vlckl for further 
Memberships. Phone 638. Information 635.2935. 
1206, (nc3.11may) 
(P6-31aug84) 
APPEARING at the 
ARE YOU PREGNANT Terrace AIIrance Church. 
worried, thinking of en The , Brlercrest Bible 
abortion? We at Birthright College Senior Chorale will 
be presenting an Onward would like to offer you our 
support and friendship. Vision Jubilee Choir 
Free confidential Concert. Come on Thurs. 
pregnancy tests available. May 10. 7:30 p.m. for a' 
TIIIIcum Building 4721 Suite night of gospel music and 
201 Leselle Ave. Office' college Information. 
hours Man. to Frl. from 9am (nc.10may) 
to 11am Saturday 9am to T E R R A C E A R T 
1pro Phone 635.3907 anytime Association picture loan 
(ppd-june84) will be held Wednesday 
SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP May 161h from 7.gpm. In 
LINE k15-4042 A 24hr. line the art gallery, Everyone 
for support and information welcome, 
for victims of sexual (nc-16may) 
assault. Office location: THORNHILL CHAPTER 
No.2.3238 Kalum Street, 85 Order of the Eastern 
Open 9.4, MOn.FrL Star. Bake Sale & Raffle. 
(Imd.al)rl130.84) Friday, Mey 18 at 2pm. 
Terrace Co.op. Proceeds to 
PLEAS[SUPPORT , the Canadian Cancer 
(Y(  al)P(al 
everything from largest 
pet to smallest ears, most 
colourful pat, best dressed 
pet or display to best trick 
and cuddliest pet. 
Judge: Charlle Meek 
No horses, pigs orcaflle 
but everything else 
welcome from cats to 
guIneau pigs, rabbits to 
chickens, and dogs to 
birds. All animals to be 
controlled by leash or to be 
caged. 
Prlzes and rlbbons for all 
entrants, Al l  chlldren 
accompanled by thelr 
mom's are ellglble for our 
draw of a fresh bouquet of 
fl0~er's for Mother's Day. 
We would llke everyone 
who wants to enter this Pet 
Parade to gather first at 
Bavarlan Inn to par. 
tlclpate In the Parade for 
the Partlclpactlor) Contest 
between Terrace & 
Kltlmat. 
See everyone at 
Bavarian Inn just before 
1:30 p .m.  
For more Information 
please call 635.4217 or 635- 
7424 or  635-6484. 
(nc.11may) 
ONE PARENT Families 
Association of Ceneda's 
Coffee Nlte and  get 
acquainted will be Frl. 
May 11 at 8:3O p.m. For 
Information phone. 635. 
3238. 
(nc-llmay) 
IMAGES OF RIBBON N 
BLUES all native fashion 
show and dinner will be 
held in conlunctlon with 
the Kermede Friendship 
Society's annual general 
meeting to be held at 3313 
Kalum St. on 2 June 1984, 
starting at 3p,m. 
New members ,a re  
welcome end election for 
the board of dlroctors will 
also be taking place. 
Please phone 635.4906 for 
further !nformatlon. 
(nc-Slun) 
TERRACE TENNIS CLUB 
cordially Invites all tennis 
buffs to play In the Terrace 
Tennis Open May 19-21st. 3. 
events. Entry deadline 
Wednesday May 16. 
Inquiries to Tourney 
Director David Burdett, 
635.5607 evenings. Hope to 
see you tl~re 
(nc-16mey) 
So le  
I 
G IANT GARAGE 
SALE" Furniture, a Il l 
of kitchen goodies, 
wiring, baby buggies, 
blkes & many many 
morel Sat. May 12th. 
9am.2pm. (next to the 
Terrace Hotel). 
(p3.11may) 
i I 
14 OuBine ,s  
Pe fBoncd  
TOTAL BUSINESS SER-r 
~lCE5 24 hr; Answering 
.Service, Typing, Paging, 
Photocopying Alarm 
monitoring. 3238 Kalum St. 
Phone 638.8195. 
" (acc7-mar-tfn) 
FILTER QUEEN 
I 
Sales & Service 
'Ph~e 
• 635.7096 
AL TOOVEY 
FURNACE REPAIR 
Phone 635-7524 
( s f f )  
D .L .G .  PORTER 
CHARTERED AC- 
COUNTANT, Trustee In 
bankruptcy, receiver, 
l i qu idator ,  209-4650 
Lazelle Ave., P.O. Box 
888, Terrace, B.C. V0G 
4R2. 638.0361, 635.5702. 
(p20-28may) 
gift suggestions. Hand knit 
summer sweaters, pat- 
chwork cushions, writing 
paper and cards. 
4934 Lazelle Ave. (W)  
Terrace 
Hours: Tues to SoL 
11am.4pm 
(p4-11may) 
COMPUTER CLASSES for 
kids. Classes start May 
281h and 29th. Logo, 
beginner, intermediate, 
advanced and graphics 
courses, Available $25,00 
per class. Call Al's Com. 
puter Services 635.3630. 
(nc10-14mey). 
1 
33 For So le  
miscellcLneous 
HAWK E S EAFOODS 
Specializing In fresh 
prawns. Insea~on cad, 
octopus, snails, halibut 
end shrimp. Fresh Red ! 
Snapper. 1928 Bobsl,on 
Cres. 
(p20.71un) 
I 
LUMBER FO R SALE~ 
I l i f t  2x10x IS  
i 2 llfts 2x6x8 
I llft 2x6x12 
I l l f t  2x4x8 
30 pce. 2x4x12 
10 pce. 2x10x12 
Grade No, I & 2' '~ '. 
Spruce 8, Hemlock 
635.3354. 
(pS-11may) 
PLYWOOD - 35 sheets of 
new ~ exterior sheathing 
Sll per .sheet. Phone 638. 
-1529. . 
~,._ .. _ i (p5-14may) 
Wanted 
. . . . . . . .  mhicel lO,  neou8 
CANADIAN Summer " 
Resort Employment  WANTED-- Frldge and" 
Opportunity Infbrmaflon drove' In good condition, 
Approx. 850 potential  chlldren's chair. Phone 
employers llsted acres 635.2756. 
Canada. Detalls, In. (pS-11may) 
format ion etc. Send 
In ternat l0na l  Era. 
ployment Service, Box " ~, 
429,2G0. Lumby,(p20.tar,~B.C. VOEay) t ,8,gl,/OPBLT/'~I 
39:~mOrln e . 47 
I'~ 
I FOR SALE--28' Alums. ! 
Stee.I riverboat with 
cabin, 403 Olds i2" 
Jaccuzi and trailer. 
$11,980. Phone evenings 
~.10~. 
- . ' : .  
2 2;' " "RI :V E R BOA T 
Fibroglass over styrafeam 
and wood frame, with 3 
stage Hamllfon Jet and 350 
Chevy power Call 635.5927 
evenings.. 
(p20-61un) 
40 .  " 
.: Equipment 
FOR SALE-- 1976 John 
Dsere Backhoe 510. Phone 
635.5347. 
'. :..,.~ (plO-2,1may) 
43 For Rent 
• ' m isc .  
FOR : RENT- -  Cemeni 
forn~s~ Call 638.1396.' 
: .~ (s t fn )  
I i 
47 '~ ,SuiteB 
for Rent 
! 
BASEMENT SUITE .  1 
bedr~! 'phone 638.1346. 
(ps.lsmay) 
ON~B• BEDROOM & 
ba'¢helor  su i tes .  
Available Immediately. 
Frldge & stove Included; 
Sauna & recreation 
room; 635.9023 or  635 
Sle~ to view. 
(p20.23mayl 
I I  I 
ONE BEDROOM sulte, 
west side of duplex. One 
block "from swimming 
pool. Phone ~.104e. 
(p3.14may) 
ONE ~BEDROOM for 
gentleman with kitchen 
faciltles. Phone 635.5893. 
(p4-11may) 
SMALL 2 bedroom apt. In 
Th~nhlll. Self.~ntelned.~ 
Frtdge and stove. Ideal fo~r: 
3166. View at 3727 Ri~,er 
Drive. 
(p4-11may) 
2 BEDROOM basement 
suite for rent. Frldge and 
steve. Close to school and 
town. Phone 635.7456. 
. (pS.11may) 
ONE & TWO BEDROOM 
Apts, Good rates. Call 
manager any time for 
appointment to view. Phone 
635-4547. 
" " (acc21dec.thl) 
I lmmml lmmmmlmmml  
. KEYSTONE' 
APARTMENTS 
UNOER NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
L 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
Spacious & clean. 
Extras Include: Heat, 
hot water, laundry 
facilities, storage Iock~'. 
& perking. References 
required as of Feb. 1-14. 
Ple a~ phone 63S.S22,1. 
(acc~len.ffn) 
TETtAULT  
+PLACE 
APA MEmS 
Frlcbe, + s~ve, drapes, 
cerpetln9 off street 
perking, ..* security 
Wstsm. 
ROB# sMrt tt 
ms 
Phone ntanager 
anytime. 
:.m.u4s 
Suites 
for Rent 
1 & 2 BEDROOM 
apartment located on 
Brauns Island. Available 
for rent immediately. 
Special rates for retired 
or pensioners. In. 
formation phone 635.3583 
or 63.5.4054. 
(nc3.14may) 
48 Home8 
for Rent 
54 Business 
" Pr0pertM 
FOR RENT--'S,000. sq. I " 
fl. retall stm;e. Located I
corner o f  Lakelsa &l TORONTO (C~') -- Long 
Emerson. best show I ~ow. . fo r  exports of 
specialty glass and 
windows in town - fo r  I pre~lon machine tools, 
further informat i0n I Czechoslovakia :has :.on- 
,hone 635-5333 during I tered the/often cutthroat 
~slness hours. | Canadian ear market. 
(accd'aprll'ffn) I CommunlstSince last JulY;Europeanthe 
1 
3 BEDROOM house In 
town. Frldge, stove, 
washer and dryer. No pets. 
References required. Also 
• 2 bedroom trailer. No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 638.1366. 
(p10.24may) 
THREE BEDROOM 
town houses close to 
shopping centres and 
schools. Phone Terrace 
Manor 638:8417. 
(p20-21may) 
FOR RENT-- 3 bedroom 
home in Horseshoe Area. 
Flreplace,. large yard, gas 
heat. References requlred. 
immedlate occupancy. 
$650 per month. Phone 6351 
9649. 
(p6.8,9,10,14,15,16may) 
FOR RENT- -3  bedroom 
upper duplex, 1100 sq. ft. 
frldge and stove Included. 
Carport. One block from 
Westend Store. Avallable 
June 1st. $450 per month.. 
P lus  deposit. No pets. 
Phone 635.2643. 
(p$.14may) 
i , ,  ,i i i 
49 Wonted 
to Rent 
WANTED TO RENT- -  
Self.contained furnished 
suite close to town. Phone 
after 12 noon 635.7731. 
(pS.16may) 
i 
50 Homes 
for Sole 
2 BEDROOM log house," 
~Jpstalrs 'in ::I0ft, One-third- - 
'acre sconlc rlver vlew lot. 
$69,650 635.4868 or 638.0670 
Phone after Ipm to vlew. 
(p11.1Smay) 
I 
$99,500 
We planned It, we built 
It, we love It ... so could 
you. 3 year old 1344 sq. 
ft. home on 4.6 treed 
acres. Beautiful view. 
Only 1.5 km from city. 
Many special features 
Include pine ceiling, 
fireplace, large master 
bedroom with 3 poe. 
ensuite. 638.1321. 
(pa.10ma;/) 
PRIME RETAIL  o, 
Mflce space on 3rd Ave., 
Prince Rupert.  150( 
square feet. good terms 
. fixtures opt ional .  
loading area and alley 
access. Phone 627-84~ 
or 624.4746. . 
(plO.11may) 
I 
before deciding whether to 
tackle the world's 
-automotive giants in the 
+lucrative and fiercely 
~competitive U.S. car 
market. 
81GNS DEP~L,EP,~ . 
Skocar Inc. of nearby 
Markham, which has an 
country has been shipping import contract with the 
to this country its Sksda Czechoslovak manufac- 
subcompact cars, a turer, has already signed 
market fL, ft. ure in the up 38 dealers'across the 
Communist bloc, zestern country, from Grand Falis, 
Europe and Scandinavia. ~Nfld., and Thunder Bay, 
Because of its late start Ont., to Toronto, 
in the Canadian market, Edmonton and Vancouver. 
the cars accounted for only It hopes to have 50 dealers 
• .The Herald, T.hursday, May 10, 1984, Page 9:.. 3
Czechoslovakia tests the Skoda 
o•  
on the  Oan.ad ian  car  market  ' 
i i 
55 Businese 
Opportunit.9 
a fraction 
Czechoslovakia's 
million in exports 
Canada last year, mostly 
shoes, textiles and 
glassware. 
The company sees Its 
Canadian presence as a 
chance to get Its feet wet 
I I 
of by the end of "the year 
$54 selling its Skoda 120 GLS 
to sedans and coupes; 
With a base price of less. 
-than $8,500 and the sporty 
appearance of the rear- 
engine, water-cooled 
subcompacts, Skocar 
hopes to eventually corner 
about one per cent (if the 
' million-car annual market 
BUSINESS FORI 59 mobile inCanada. 
SALE- -  Established| It also has the option to 
ianltor lal ,  business I Homes sell its cars in the United 
presently grosslngl States where imported 
.$100,000 annual ly .  12"x68"ESTATE MOBILE vehicles make up about a 
Financial statements third of all sales. 
home. 3 bedrooms. Set.up These aren't bad available. Operations 
Inc lude  vend ing  
machines. Reply to Box 
1485 c.o Terrace. 
Kltlmat Dally Herald, 
Box 399, Terrace; B.C. 
VaG 4B4. 
(p20.25may)i 
I 
motorcgcleB 
3 BEDROOM house, 
4902 Halllwelh finished 
basement, fireplace, 
carport, large sundeck, 
fenced yard, natural 
gas, $69,900. Phone 635. 
4595+ 
(p6.11may) 
4. BEDROOM house in 
Horseshoe area. Large 
sundock, garage, large rec 
room. Interested party 
• only. Price $81,500. Firm. 
635.3449. 
(p10.24may) 
5 YEAR ()LD 3 level spilt. 
Asking 562R00. Phone 635. 
7530 after 5pro. No agents. 
(p3.11maypS.lamay) 
and skirted In Terrace 
• Trailer Court. Fenced, 
landscaped yard with 2 
storage sheds. S18,900 and 
open to offers. Phone 635. 
370S., 
(ps.16may) 
+ 
1966 KNIGHT Traller 
I0'x40'' plus additlon 
I0'x22', flnlshed. Excellent 
cond l t lon .  $5,';00 
negetlable. Phone 633.2421. 
.(p20-71un) 
1980 SANOPOINT moblle 
home. 14x70 In good con. 
dltlon." For more In, 
formation call 635-2261 ask 
for Red or Ann, 
(accS.16may) 
2 BEDROOM mobile home 
• 1970 XS i100 ~ YAMAHA 
Fully tour packed. Ex. 
cellent condition. Low 
miles: Needs new pipes. 
Phone 53~.f~IS. • • 
(l~.16may) 
, , for rent. Located In 7_ Terrace. Reasonable rent. 
5Rutomoblles Phone 627-7171. Available 
Immediately. 
(p5~lSmay) 
1971 VOLKSWAGEN Super FOR SALE-- 12x68 Villa 
Beetle. Could be restored Vista. 3 bedroom with 
or good for parts. $275 oioo ioey" shack. Washer, ~ 
635.5669. ~ • . dryer,:  f r idge ,  stove,, :;:~ 
~: ) '  4' :m .: 'L " ,~ !p3-11mayl+ ~ :dishwasher ::and; :hilcro~ ~ ; " : .  
. . . .  • . . . . . . .  'wave built;In. Phone 638: +. ' 
REPOSSESSIONS 1978 8364 asking $19,000.. 
Chrysler Cordova, (p20.1Smay) 
auto., PS, PB, AM.FM 
stereo, Good condition. 
Phone Terry at 632.6191 
between 9am & 4pro. 
. (acclO.11may] 
NEWLY BUILT 1500 sq. 
ft. log house In 
Rosewood. Located on 10 
acres. 1.2 acres cleared. 
prospects for an east bloc 
earmaker thai builds only 
200,000 vehicles a year, 
compared with about six 
• million by General Motors. 
Skoda is so serious about 
+ expanding production and 
its share of export markets 
it plans to spend more than 
$125 million on buying 
equipment from the West 
to modernl~;e its factories. 
The ultimate goal is to 
bring in industrial robots, 
transfer lines and. paint 
shops to produce a new 
front-wheel-drive Skoda 
car in 1987. 
3Although the spectacular 
inroads made in North 
AJneriea by Japanese 
carmakers are well 
documented, "industry 
analysts' say there is no 
South Korea's Hyundai 
Motor Co., Italy's 
IunecenU and Romania's 
Daelato try Canada. 
Since Japanese car- 
makers were allowed to 
bring into Canada only 
153,000 cars last year - -  
50,000 ,fewer than were 
being sold before the 
limits, companies Such as 
Toyota, Honda and Nissan 
have opted to expert 
• higher-priced, higher-p- 
rofit vehicles. 
This left a gap ~ lhe  
lower-priced end of the 
market. 
MORE THAN LADA 
Skocar expects the 
Skoda's base price of about 
$S,700 will be an attractive 
selling point, but so will the 
comfort, styling and 
practicality. The Skoda's 
price is nestled between the 
Lada, which sells for about 
~5,050, end the Hyundai 
Pony at about ~5,900. 
Skocar presldent Gary 
Berger says the company 
is aiming its sales strategy 
at young professionals who 
want a sporty car. 
"We're not aiming at the 
Lada market," he says. 
"Our customers are dif- 
ferent; they tend to be 
yoang professionals who 
want high~r-priced cars 
like BMWs and Mereedes 
but can't afford them." 
A .day's pay 
58 TruckB & 
Vons 
1979 JEEP CHEROKEE 
4x4, automatic, radio 
$2,680. Call 638.1879 after 
6pro. 
(p10.24may} 
MUST SELL-- 1980 Ford 
F150 4)(4, 6 cyl. short box, 
now tires, canopy, roof  
reck, excellent condition. 
Asking S7,200. Phone 638. 
1919. 
(p10.25may) 
REPOSSESSION FOR 
'SALE 
1974 International 
Dump Truck Contact 
C.I.'B.C. In Kiflmat, 632. 
2168. Highest or any bid 
not necessarily ~ ac. 
capted. ' 
" (aCC10-i6may) 
1982 DATSUN King Cab 
4xd, 5 speed. Low mileage. 
Excellent condition. Will 
consider car or truck as 
part . payment. Asking' 
$7900 635-4246. 
(p4.1Smay) 
1973 CHEV 4x4 plckup 
$1,200. Phone 635-5156. 
(eccS.11may) 
4x4 FOR SALE-- 1977 
GMC 4)(4. Good condition. 
49,500 miles. 635.3354. 
4 • '3 BEDROOM apart. (pS.11mey) 
menteforrent.Sl00deposlt $38,000. Phone 635.4600. 
$27& and $261 monthly Pay (pS.2may) 1977 FORD F~q0 6 cyl., 4 
own hydro. 3145 River Dr. BEDROOM home on ~A speed. 12200 OBO. Phone 
(Thornhlll) Phone 63S.3879. 5 acre on Skeena St., 2 638.1963 after Spm. 
• (p4.11may) , ~ (pS-10may) flreplace~+., garden. !!,area, -.:. 
' t~Mll"  I I~ 'h I~ IU l l  , ,,1_ barn, sauna, ; + asking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ne .. . .  - . . . .  :1979 FORD Pickup F150. 
Low . . . . .  :t " 'wn '$YO'OOU' PflO 635'2405 rents ~,ose o m , One owner. Excellent ' +. + '+ after Spa ~10.0431. and shopping. P~one r'635- ' condition. 26,000 original 
• ......... ; ;(p5-11may) miles. Asking price $4,000 61S5 days, 630.1033 to .635- ~ . 
~10 evenings. " " I firm. Phone 635.7851. 
to c lean up 
acid rain 
8'Xl3' JOEY SHACK, TORONTO '(CP) -- 
Insu lated,  w i red ,  Nearly 70 per cent of 
respondents interviewed 
cavestrough, two doors, for a March Gallup poll 
windows. Asking $700. said they would be willing 
"Phone 635.2691. to donate one day's pay par 
(p10-11may) year for an acid rain 
cleanup, says the 
• . , Canadian Coalition on Acid 
Ra in .  
b9 •Tenders The results; released by 
the coalition .Wednesday, 
, ' were distributed less than 
two weeks after it an- 
MiniStry of n0unced a similar Gallup 
Human Resources • poll found that 65 per cent 
Submissl0nslnvited of respondents were in 
The Ministry of Human favor of splitting the costs 
Resources Invites .sub- of reducing Inco's acid 
missions from societies, rain emissions between the 
companies or Individuals nickel producer and the 
'to provide residential and provincial and federal 
day programs for mentally governments. 
retarded persons In the The coalition, a group of 
Terrace area. 50 business and en- 
The Ministry seeks vtronmentnl organlzati- 
proposals for the following ons, said the latest peg 
programs: showed 69 per cent of the" 
---a residential resource respondents said they 
fec three adults would be willing to donate 
--a day programme to one day's work per year 
meet specific needs of the for cleaning up acid rain in 
three aduIts~. Canada. 
Submissions may be for ']'he poll, commissioned 
residential and.or day+ by the coalition, in- 
programs, tervlewed 1,046 adults 
For further Information across Canada at least 18 
contact Al l  Brady, years old between March 1 
Ministry of Human and 3. 
Resources at Box 380, "Toda. y's results are 
Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0, further proof that beth 
Phone.842-S201. levels of government in 
Submissions. will be Canada must translate 
received at Ministry. of promises and statements 
Human • Resources, 34-3412 of intent about acid rain 
Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. cleanup into regulatory 
until 4:30p,m., May 31st, and fiscal programs," 
1984. V8G 4T2. Michael, Perley, the 
The'10west or any fender coa!iUon's excecutlve 
will not necenserlly be director, said in a 
accepted, statement Wednesday. 
'READY TO HELP' 
(acca.11may) He added the poll results 
show the Canadian public 
"is ready to help finance a 
program to protect its 
H you know someese future enjoyment of the 
who can't read l l~ ed, natural heritage of this 
suggest" they , get a country." 
volunteer tutor through "We believe that this 
Northwest Cemmanfly result should be of special 
Cdlege, interest to federal and 
, provincial politicians who 
Calf ~41Sil ask for are no doubt wondering at 
JOHN WOOD ~ JOHN, this very moment whether 
NOONAN. Canadians feel strongly 
For  In fo rmat ion  enough about the dangers 
acid rain poses to our 
reprdlng eomplete or environment to accept 
partial IIUteracy. higher taxes and higher 
" prices to finance the 
Help 70ur  friend cleanup." 
Improve their mdlq  In other questions in the 
aml.er wrltin|skllk, poll, gallup asked how 
guarantee or" success in The Skoda is a four- 
Canada. cylinder, manual-trans. 
SALES LOIN mission car that looks a bit 
Companies such as like an elongated Toyota 
Italy's Pint, France's Tercel, one of the most 
Peugeot and Sweden's papular small ears in the 
Sanb hang on today to what world. However, that's 
is almost a. negligible were the similarity ends. 
share of the market. Low- The Skoda, with its rear- 
priced British ears, which wheel drive and rear 
once had some popularity engine, has a much 
in Canada, have virtually sleeker, sportier look. 
di~ppaared. With the Japanese and 
But oontinued restraints West Germans con- 
on Japanese car exports tO centrating on the $10,000- 
North America have end-up range, Skocar 
helped encourage behoves the Skoda will hit the "North 
automakers such as Skoda, yearly sales of about 10,000. market. 
within five years. 
much people would be 
willing to pay in added 
taxes or higher product 
prices to finance the 
cleanup. 
Thirty-five per cent said 
they would not be willing to 
pay anything, 31 per cent 
were willing to pay $5 a 
month, IS per cent would 
pay $I0 a month and eight 
per cent would pay $15 a 
month or more. 
Perley said these results 
would generate $892 
million a year if such funds 
were drawn from all adults 
across Canada. 
which gives us :ihe op- 
partunity to capture about 
one per cent of the total 
market." 
Clifford says Skocar h~ 
sold more than 1,000 cars 
since it ent4~'d th~ 
Canadian market last JulF 
and hopes to hit between 
2,000 and 3,500 sales in its 
first full year. "~'~ 
• cllfford says he ap~: 
preclates the difficulties 
that some + Community,. 
countries have in aracking..~ 
Amarlcan/:~ 
out of  20. 
Perley also said the 
federal goveument has 
estimated an acid rain 
cleanup program would 
cost $1 billion a year for the 
next decade. 
~=---A) achfl'l,~ 
Apartments 
J-/&:,./,,d,., ,to... 
" r , , , . , .  J...,,.,. .,,d.,co.., r-.',.,. 
m~varor, je¢oritt/ ,l~Item, ~JldMI manafoF. 
f )~on,  m,.n.,f, . .  ,=.Fl~.e 
638-8245 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders are Invited for the following 
contracts: 
No. 1. Kleanza Creek Provincial Park 
Maintenance . .. 
No.2. Kltsumkalum Provincial Park. Main. 
tonenca 
No.3. Exchamslks River Provincial Park - 
Maintenance , . ........... ',:. . . . .  
Tender documents and information can be ob- 
tained from Skeena.Charlofte Zone Office during. 
normal business hours 8:50 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at 
the following address at Lakelse Perk: 
Skeena.Charlotte Zone 
Parks and Outdoor Rec. Olvlslon 
R.R. No.41st Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 4V2 
or by phoning 790.2277. 
• Clearly marked Sealed Tender must be received 
by 1:00 p.m. on May 30, 1984 at the above ad- 
dress, whereupon they.will be publicly opened 
and their bid prices announced and recorded. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarl!y be. 
accepted, ,, 
BCB,  
i 
Ministryof Lands, A i  ! 
Parks and Housing ! 
~ ~ ~ ~ NEWEST [EBRRs]~)~ 
Now at affordable Rates 
~ ~ ~  One bedroom at 8325 *0me. 
Two bedroom at 836000 me. 
- -Attract ive, spacious, extra storage room 
--Beautiful appliances, tiled showers 
--Lovely cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
--Large balconies with screened patio doors 
--Lots of parking, recreation court 
--Security, enter phones and deadbolts 
. - -Drapery to.ordinated to w- -w carpets . 
--Walking distance to down town • 
- -Fami ly  oriented • close to schools 
--Hospital, convenience store, parks, 
car wash, all in area 
-$N0.M move ia allowance for Hay 1 - 31 
Professionally Managed 
by trained staff who respect 
and care for our tenants 
Telephone: 635-5968 
Properly Stewards Western Ltd. 
59 mobile 
HomeB 
I 
KNIGHT MOBILE HOME. 
Large 1 bedroom, skirted, 
with IooY shack, furnished. 
$10,500. Phone 635.3239.. 
(p10-14may) 
(p10.22may) 
• o 
70'X120' LOT on An. 
derson. Price $22,000. 
Includes labour for 
foundation, buyers 
choice. Phone Coxford 
Construction 63S.,IS95. 
Ip6.11mayl 
52 Prop ert9 
for Sole 
(acc.sapt2.tfn) 
WOODoREEN 
APARTMENTS-- 1, 2 and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown leon/lily. 
Complete with dlshwalher, 
fireplace, fridge, stove and 
drapes. Undercover 
Parklng.Sicurlty entrance. 
Phone 635.9317. + 
• i "(eCClept12ffn) 
Gallup says its results 
are accurate within four 
percentage points 19 times 
WAS WITH VOLVO 
"There Should be strong 
growth in our market," 
says company vice- 
president Robert Clifford 
who spent 18 years with 
Volvo Canada. 
"A number of the other 
companies, notably the 
Japanese, have moved 
their product somewhat 
upscale. They more or less 
have gotten out of our 
particular price range, 
REPUTATION GOOD +;c. 
But he says the Czechs -~'~ 
have.a sound industrial :.+ 
reputation and their 
products are less open to.-/ 
suspicion in the eys of,.': 
western coasunlers than .., 
those from countries uch.J: 
as the Soviet Union. ~+~! 
Both Clifford and Berger ;~• 
also discount he prospects:.: 
of so.called Leda/~+. " 
"bashing" extending to .... 
Skodas. 
. . . . . . .  I 
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Saturday, May 12 will be one of the highlights 
of the cultural year in Terrace, when the 
National Arts Centre Orchestra performs at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. The ~.plece or. 
chestra will feature the new principal con. 
dieter France Mannino. Maestro Manatee 
will conduct Rossini's overture to the Barber 
of Seville, Mozart's Sinfonla Concertante for 
violin and viola, Schafer's In Memorlum, and 
Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony. Tickets 
can be obtained from Carter's Jewellers In 
the Skeena Mall. 
Adoring audience sees 
a rich spect; cle of dance 
TORONTO (CP) , Karen Kain Now 47, with hair growIng a bit 
was a delicate, girlish Sleeping thin, he still executes powerful leaps 
Beauty and Soviet superstar Rudolf 
Nureyev her supremely skilful, if 
remarkably Indifferent prince, as the 
National Ballet of Canada opened its 
third and final week or the spring 
season at O'Keere Centre Wednesday 
night. 
The applause for Kain started as 
soon as she appeared at the top of the 
grand staircase and by the time she 
had completed her first-act party 
piece, at her 16th birthday 
celebrations, he had an adoring 
audience at her feet. 
'~,reyev, spectacularly adroit and 
.tnietic, seemed unusually detached 
from the drama - -  an unsmiling 
prince who hardly fit the role of a 
smitten young swain willing to 
pursue his love to the ends of the 
earth and then finally awaken her 
with a kiss.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Rudolf Nureyev 
and dazzling spins to quicken the 
pulse and his adoring fans are legion. 
Tickets for his four performances • 
as guest artist were sold out almost 
as soon as they went on sale but some 
hopefuls, with hand-printed signs 
offering to buy unwanted tickets, 
lingered outside the Centre as the 
standing.room-only audience fried in.' 
The one-time circus dancer who 
turned to ballet mastered al l  the 
tricks, better than most, and 
whatever his dramatic qualities he 
still can pull them out of the bag with 
technical skills that brought the 
audience to its feet in a standing 
ovation. 
NUREYEV A SUPPORTER 
eyev, who became the darling, of 
Western ballet following his defection 
in Paris in 1961, is an old friend and 
supporter of the National Ballet and 
is credited with raising the ex- 
citement of ballet in Canada during 
his three-year association with the 
company in the 1970s. 
Indeed, this Sleeping Beauty is his 
creation and was first performed by 
the company in Ottawa in 1972, when 
he was partner to Veronica Teanant. 
Teunant, sidelined by a back in- 
jury, will not be able to dance with 
Nureyev for her two scheduled 
performances. 
Something of a ballet workhorse, 
he once danced the role on an in-. 
credible ight successive nights when 
the company went to the 
MetropolitanOpera in New York, but 
that was 10 years ago. 
RII PEOPLE 
Won't bet the ranch: 
Nixon 
Well, who better to ask for political 
prognostications than Richard Nixon? 
Will Ronald Reagan be re-elected inNovember as 
president of the United States? 
"I wouldn't bet the ranch on it," he told the 
American Society of Newspaper Editors. 
"But I would bet the main house." 
What about possible Demoratic andidate Walter 
Mondale? 
"I wouldn't even bet the outhouse on Mondate. 
"But I think it will be a closer election than the 
optimists In the Reagan campaign believe," he 
said. 
"I think Reagan will win. I think he will win 
because he is a better candidate." 
Pop-out mayor 
in a floral c lock  
It seems politicians wiil never run short of silly 
ways to spend taxpayers' money. 
Bob Yuill, a controller In the Metropolitan 
Toronto City of North York, is in charge:of 
preparations for Pope John Paul's visit in Sap. 
tember, inciuding construction of the world's 
largest floral clock. 
Yuill hopes to devise a clock from which every 
hour a tiny figure of Mayor Mel Lastman would pop 
out and tap out the time on the heads of tiny, cast- 
iron councillors. 
He says he saw a similar clock in Cologne, West 
Germany• 
Here's to you, 
Weird Harold 
The state of Pennsylvania has honored .its 
famous, funny native son Bill Cushy. 
The comedian, whose Fat Albert and Weird 
Harold characters prang from the streets of 
Philadelphia, received the fifth annual 
Distinguished Pennsylvania Artists Award from 
Gov. Dick Thornburgh at ceremonies Tuesday: in 
the capital of Harrishur~. 
Karen Kain . . . . . . .  
The ballet as created by Nureyev is 
a rich spectacle of palace life with 
forests of flickering candles and 
enough gold braid, plumes and 
brocade,, it seems, to clothe all of 
tsarist Russia. 
With music by Peter Tchaikovsky, 
it tells the simple story of the royal 
couple who make the near-fatal 
mistake of neglecting to invite the 
evil fairy to their daughter Aurora's 
christening. In revenge, she predicts 
Aurora will one day prick her finger 
and die. But the good fairy fixes it so 
that the princess will simply fall into 
a long sleep, to be awakened by the 
kiss of a prince. 
Canada in just 
three volumes 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  An edition. 
ambitious project . to The encyclopedia will be 
produce a new Canadian published In Edmonton, 
eneyclopedia is now assembled for printing in 
possible following the Montreal, bound in 
signing of a $4-mrilinn Toronto, and packsged and 
contract, says publisher shipped from Oshawa, Ont. 
Mel Hurtig. There are 105,000 ad: 
Hurtig, the  en- vance orders for the 
cyclopedia's publisher, package with the final 
and Ronald's-Federated print ran expected to be 
Western Ltd. signed the about 150,000. 
contract Tuesday to Production is expected 
p~duce a three-volume to begin in January, 1985. 
Fran and Ken Redmond pose at Sea Life 
Park in Honolulu, Hawaii. The Red,ends, 
who won the draw for a tr ip to Hawaii 
:courtesy of Skeena Mall Merchants 
Association, enjoyed Paradise Park, the 
Polynesian Cultural Centre, King's Alley, the 
Hibiscus Gardens and file Honolulu Zoo while 
in Hawaii. The Red,ends wish to thank the 
Skeena Mall Merchants' Association. 
. . . . .  .......... - ":7 ' "3 ':=:,:!" " ; ' . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
l 
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::: !We!by back at work :, 
mOvie: 
LOS ANGELES (AP)  - -  'Actor' company. But I had vowed to pay for to get heavily Involved. "I wouldn't 
• ' e" l  Robert Young did not int~d to retire all the grandchildren's * college want Welby to be the central figur , 
when he finished his Marcus Welby, tuition, so here I am back at work•" he said. "Or that he would be in every 
M.D. series In 1978, hut he found Young, Who is mostly known of late other show or even every third on~. 
himself working . less and less. " 'for commercials,i reprises his role as As I see it the show, would be set in a 
• Dr. Welby for the ABC movie The clinic with seven or eight doctors, all  
"Ihadn't hought aboutretirement Return of Marcus Welby, M.D. in a family practice. Welby would 
one way or another," said Young, 77. The'  two-hour film, which ABC have an office there Instead of 
"I've never been idle any time in my broadcasts Wednesday night, was practising at home, as in  the past." 
career. The lnngsst I was Out of work also a pilot, but not as a regurar "I've often told other actors, 'Do 
in 50 years was seven months~ So I ,vehicle for Young; It was a proposed you realize your life span is:only as 
decided to see what came along, series for Darrcn MeGavin and long as the viewer's arm? All he has 
"You don't w.ake up one morning Morgan Stevens as. father-son doc- to do is reach out there and snap you 
and find eight years have elapsed, tors, but the program did not make off.' If this goes as a series we have to 
But I found I got used to not working. ~ ABC's amlounced fall schedule, establish rapport with the viewer. I
Betty (his wife) and I did a lot of If it should go to series in the think the fact that Welby is already 
travelling. We enjoy each other's , future, Young said he'wouldn~t want an established character will help." 
""0 T.i C ! cheep thrills i MILWAUKEE (AP) --  A 
slogansneW batch o t to  ballyhooPun'ladenthis Gbrbqe Clean Up donng Antl Lifter Wee/( 
year's Wisconsin State 
Fair  wi l l  soon begin ap- designated May 14th to IStb, 1984 
pearing on billboards in 
the state.' District of Terrace, Public Works Department, will pick up extra 
"We will show no swine garbage and refuse free of charge, from Monday, May ,14th to 
before its t ime,"  is a Friday, May ]8th, 1984. 
sample of groaners that 
will be ribbing or rubbing 
the publie from billboards, This service does not Include car bodies or stumps. Kindly 
says fair director James arrange to have'this extra garbage and waste materials set out on 
Gretner. your regular pickup day. If possible, have garbage and waste 
Greiner says four other materials in plastic bags or Cartons to assist in the pickup. No 
witticisms were selected: industrla! Waste . .  
"Our coop rtameth over ,"  ' ' . ' ' " 
"Every bunny's The District of Terrace 
welcome,"  "Hot buttered 
fan " and "Cheep thrills." 
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business directory 
Total Business Services, FOR HIRE ' 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER " John DHI I  SlO Backhoe 
PHOTO COPIES 10' each • . 
• Water & sewer lines, trenching 
' ' . . . .  and much more " 
i138-8195 mn K, l , ,  THORNHILL EXCAVAflM 
diagonal ly opposite the l ib rary  
OFFICE M, ANAGEMENT SERVICES, 6~S-5347 
BONDED & INSURED REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
P lann ing  a Ho l iday  but"  hav ing  a &CONSULTANTS 
prob lem f ind ing  Competent  & Re l iab le  
• care .  . . 
TRY OUR STANDARD FEE STEVE R. CULLIS 
OF (f~.00) PER DAY. 
wa:ai" ~ave other  pack~go ra tes  . . . . . . . .  
Why Ru in  a good ho l iday  by  W0rry lno ,  BOX 441 
' Ca l l  Todsy  and  ar range  fo r  an  ap- : TERRACr.  BC 
po ln tment .  635 .521 | vaG 4BI 
PHONE 638.8402 
oo=,,.,..o=.<=.s.,,,o., 
l tP,,4II  _ . . .owo. .  _ . , . . , .o  
--HOUSESITTING --WINDOWS 
125-4741 ALL OTHER MISC. JOBS 
Skeewa |aft ~ " LOW& NEGOTIABLE RATES" 
tirracl, i.C.' 6~.~'1113 .635-2537 or, 635,3935 • 
II 
NEW ' ,;~..'.~ 
Allan FrRerg • MOBILE  HOMES "~ 
on display in Pine Park ~/*  ~ )'-~/'~ 7 Cabinetry ,. set up, skirted, r~ady for occupancy ~;a~_~:~k,~, . l 
lnOrlY lfficiont & Affordublo ~ (604) 638-1437 
3889 Mul le r  Ave .  635.9418 
NOR-BURD o . S .pphi re  
R.V.  REPAIRSBFR. .~ Heir Desion 
[ , ' \ PARTS - NEW & USED For appointment call 
| : : | ALLRV REPAIRS  . : o J • • • 638-1026 
I nc iud ln  O Insurance Claims 
: ~ ~  Sharon Cleve-- Joan Pr ince--Sandy Thomson 
STYLISTS 
4z..~hw.y ~o w.,  635-6882 
,,,,,.o.c.vao,,3 635-6941 4844 Loon Ave. : 
• I _ 
RB ELECTRONICSwor  on 
Warranty  , , ,, 
' "  . " . . ,  .M :  ' • ' ~ ' , '  '.' )~'•'.  . . . . .  
Sanyo,  F isher ,  Candle ,  York ,  Toshiba,  , . . l i . : l ~ , . ; i ~ f ' , . ' - } ~  
Zen i th ,  L loyds ,  , ~ ' . , . lU I I I F~JBF I I ; ; '~4b I I ,  ' " t l f l I J l l l .@v i f  
Repa i rs  to a l l  makesof  ~ ~  -;.  .%j . 
Stereos&..=T.w.'- - '• ~-  :- 
. I . . . .  
Windshield & Auto Glass ICBC ~;laims 
Specialists Handled 
,DAVID J. DEDILUKE ~ Promptly 
BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYOr? 
3305 KENNEY STREET. 
TERRACE, 8. C. VSG 363 I . 
4.711 A KEITH 330 ENTERPRISE 
638-t&d9 TERRACE ' KITINLAT 
• . . . . .  63e.t166 ~z-4741 
• ; .8  f I I . 
For information on running your ad in the business 
directory 635-6357 
